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I NTfltODUCT I ON 
THI PUftPOSE O~ THIS THESIS tS TWOrOLO. FI~ST, IT II PftO-
POSE~ TO EXAMINE AftIITOTLE'1 ANALYIII 0' THE H'E~AftCHY FOUND IN 
HUMAN SOCIETY AND TO SHOW THAT HIS PUftPOSI WAS TO DIICOVEft THE 
EISENTIAL CHAftACTlft.ITtOS or THE VAftlOUI TYPES or AUTHOftITV-tiO 
HEftILI, WHICH II POISESS'O BY THE MAITEft OF NATUftAL SLAV'I, ftOYAL, 
, 0 
AND POLtT'CAL--'Oft WHICH NATU~I HAl PftOVtOED. 'UftTHEftMO~'t IT II 
INTENOID TO IHOW THAT HI WIIHEO TO OISCQVEft THE IONDITIONS WHICH 
JUITI 'YTHEE)(EftOIBI 0,.. EACH. IN OftOlft TO AOOOMPLIIH H' S PUftPOSE, 
AftlSTOTLI DISTINIUISHED BETWEEN AUTH2ftlTY, Oft THE ~IQHT TO EXEft-
"11 A PAftTICULAft TYPI OF ~ULE, ANO~, WHIOH OII'GNATES THI 
ACT or GOVI"NtNG. THE IN"LleATIONS FLOWING FftOM THIS OIITINCTION 
AIIUME A ~ATHEft STft'KING SIGNlrlCANCE IN AftISTOTLE'1 POLITICAL 
INVESTIIATIONI. ONCE HE HAS ftlAOHIO A DECISION ftlQAftDINQ THE 
IAIIO NATU~I AND PUftPOSE OF POLITICAL LIFE, HI WILL OICIOE 'lftlT 
'Oft THE IOEAL QOVlftNMENT AND THEN 'O~ THE alIT PftAOTICAILE GOVE"N-
MENT. THE TYPE 0' AUTHO~'TY WHICH I'LONGS TO 'TS ftULEftl AND OON-
IEQUINTLY THE MODE or GOYI""MENT WHIGH ftULEJil. MAY JUITLY EXEftCtSE. 
AUTHO~'TY, THIN. OIIIGNATIS THI "IIHT TO Ix£"OII£ A CE"TAIN SPEtiO 
CI£I OF OOMIN'ON. ANofltU!,.', THC AOTUAL IXEftOISE. 
WHEN A MAN CONSTRUCTS HII IDtAL 10VE"NMENT HE INCLUDES ALL 
THOI' OHA~AOTERIITIC"-~UITIGE, EFFICIENCY, WISE ADMINIIT"ATION--
WH Ie ... HE BELl EYES WI LL ENABLE eft YI L SO 01 £TY TO AOOOMPL' 8H I TI 
PUftPOS£ MOST "'ACILY. ALTMOUQM HE MAY I' WELL AWAft' THAT THE 
ClOVEftNMENTAL ~ftAMEWO"K WHUIH HI CONSTIIUOTI DUft' N8 H,S TH£Optl ZI NI 
MAY IE 'WJflltACTIOAILI I'OAUSI O~ HUMAN '~A'LTV# Hit II NEVEftTHELESS 
OONVINCIO THAT THE VlftTU£S WHIOH HI AS.".118 TO THII D"'A" Aft£ THI 
IDtALI TOWAftD WHICH £)(I'TINI QOVE"NMENTI MUST ITIlIVI.l IUT IN 
OftOr" TO UNOI~STANO AIl'STOTL"S IOIAL GOVIRNMENT IT .S NIOESSAftV 
TO VIIW IT IN THE L.GHT OF' THOSE 00NOLUIION8 IlEAOHED DUftlNG Htl 
ANALVSIS 0' ~OVAL AUTHOlliTY. 
THftOUGHOUT H II OIICUS,S' ON OF' IIIOYAL IIIULE Aft'STOTLE IWPHAII ZEI 
THAT ITI 'MPLOYMENT OAN 8E JUIT.'lle ONLY IF' THE PftOPEft CONDITIONI 
PIIlEVA'L. ~UITtel IS THI .ftITlft.ON 8Y WHICH .. , APP"AlIES THI USI 
0,. "OVAL "tiLE AI WELL AI THE QOAI. TOWA"D WHI eM HI I POLl "OAL I NIi]O 
VEST.QATIONI A'" ULTIMATELV D'''ECTEO. IIOAuSt HE "ETAINS JUST1CE 
A8 A O""£IlION WH~N EVALUATING THE '0""8 0' OlVIL GOVlftNMENT, HE-
WILL II '0 ... 10 TO AIAMDON THE ITIlVeTUftl 0,. THE IDEAL GOVE"NMENT 
WHIN HE DESCENDI TO A Ot'CUSIION OF' PftACTICAIL! 'OftMS 0' GOVEftN-
M'NT. 
THE l,eONO PU~POIC O~ TH,S THIS •• 'S TO COMPAftE ST. THOMAS' 
OONCEPT or ftOYAL AUTHOftlTV WITH THAT 0' AftISTOT~'. THII OOMPApt-
I SON, .T IS I'l.l EVED, WI~L SHOW THEV AftE IN PEft'EeT A.ftEEMENT 
A_OUT .T. NATUIlE. HOWEVE". ST. THOMAS DOES NOT SEEM TO EMPHAS.ZE 
SO INSfSTENTLY THAT HE '8 S'EKINI THE OONOITIONS WHleH .,uaTI'Y ITS 
EXIIIIOlst. ONG' ME HAS CALLED ATTENTION TO THE 'AOT THAT THI QOAL 
11ENJAMIN ~OWITTt PO~IT'OS ~ AftlSTOTLE (OXF'OftO AT THE 
CLAAINDON '''IS8, 1$85) P. VI II, "".LAI NS THAT Aft. STOTLE HAD 80TH 
A PftAOTICAL ANO SP'.ULATIVE ~8ftPO'E IN WftlTINQ THE T~EATIS[. THE 
AIM WAS SPEC" •• ALLY, HE MAINTAINS, "To EXPLAIN THE NATU"E 0' THE 
IDEAL CITY IN WHICH THE END 0' HAPPI"IIS .1 COMPLETELY ftIALIZED.' 
O~ ALL DOMINtON •• TO AOHIEVI THE MoaT auaLIMI MORA'" 0000, HI CON-
CERNS "'MIlL' WITH 'EIKtNa THI MoaT I~V'O"NT INI'RUMENT ~Oft O'T"I~ 
I HQ 1"41. ,ND. T.n,., AL fHOUOH HI Aa"c,. WI TM AR t ITOTLI: CONCERN' Na 
1'HI IT""erIlRE OV THI • DIAL GOVERNM'NT.. H' PLACIS aRIATIIit CMPHAS.' 
U"ON ,,.,., 01 I",OV •• A RIAION ,.O"H. I CHOI"C •• "CGA" •• ""ACTI CAaLI 
, .,. 
"ORM8 0' .OVllltNIIIHT. TH" 01 'AG"lateNT IItI0A",1 NQ 1'HI 01" Tillta ON 
BY WHIOH QOVl.MINTS A"I IVALUATIO, HOW'V''', OIV£1 ftlSI TO A 
ITR.te .... ,.'VlflIMOI Ht THC." DI018.0 .. ' "'GARDING 1'HI aE8T P"ACTI-
o.aLI VOft .. O~ Civil .. oovr'UIMINT. 
IN ORDIJtl","NQ&"STAND A.u 8TOTLI" CONOLU't ONI "CO"RD' NQ THI 
'~'T ~"'M 0' 1c,.:y,'L ,.:.VIRNII,.tT, • T ,. NIOE8'A"Y TO 1'AKI COQN. ZANCE 
, '- ; 
0" THI 'UNDAMCM'A"'QAL' WH. OH H' 811..1 IV·18 I)(PLAI N THI ftEASON "0" 
TMI I.TA.L ....... NT 0' .0VIRNI"a AOCNCI.S. filii POLITlCA", 'NvrST.· 
•• TI.Na .'L~ •• II~COT&' 'OWAAD THI •• IOOVIRV O~ THI MCANS ''1 
WH.OM TH'I' GOALS MAY.' Il10'1' R'ADILY ACHleyeo. THIY WILL GIve 
_URPO.I AND DIRIO'ION TO HI' 1"'ORT8. 
I .. THI eo .... fl 9' AIt.ITOTLI OONTI NU'. HII D. SOU".ON aEQUN IN 
T"I !tlgoIlACHI ... 1THI9' ., THI GOOD L,,...2 IT 'I HI. CONTENT.ON 
THAT CO .... UNITy I..I~I 'NAIL-II TMI INDIV.OUAL TO AOMIEYl HAP_.NIS' 
~Oftl .URILY AND IXPIOITI.WILY; 
ITII 01.1"1t THCN THAT A 8TATI .8 NOT A .. Cltl 800lCTY HAVI" 
A 00"110" ,. ... MI'I 18TAILISHID 'OR THI PItIVIHTIGH 0,. .. UTUA ... 
CIt.M, A .. a:>TkC IAICI 0' IXOHANIE. THC8, Alit' CONCH T. ON8 .1 TH-
OUT WH. ON'A ItATI CANNOT I,ct.T • • ", ALL 0' TH'M roG,TMllIt 
2D. J. ALLh, 'M!'.,~"tLOIOft .. ~ !tAR. ITOT'=I (TORONTO, 1952) P. 6Jt 
IMeNTIO ... THAT THI ,'"',8 ANp ";' T!e, Aftl PARTS 0" A SINOLI ..... 
!Qu .. ,,,. 'I' ALSO VVIS •• " 8"0" THI SCI'NOI OF' HATUftE TO SelENC. 
~, SOCI ETY· • .!!!! 1o"2!s"8Ttg' .... VOL. )lVII, JULY, 195), 2SS. 
00 NOT CONSTITUTE A STATE WHICH S' A OO .... UNITV 0' 'AM'LIIS 
AND AG8R£GATION' 0' 'AMILI£S IN WELL-aEtNO, 'OR THE SAMI 
0' A IIERF'CT AHO SI ...... aU"IO'HQ ... ,,.,. StiCH A COMMUNITY 
OAN ONLV aE £STA ..... IHED AYONG-THOSE WHO ... aVE IN THe SAM' 
PL.AC('AND INT£JltMARRY. HENOE ARise IN CITIE8 'AMH,V co .... 
.. rCTlONS, 8ROTHIRHOOD8. OOMMON SACRI'ICES, AMUS'M'N'I, 
WHIOH OftA" liA'N TOG£THER. IUT TH'" AR' CREATED BV '''''ND-
SKIP, 'Ollt TMZ WILL TO Ltv, ToalTH'" I. 'RIINDSM.'. THI IND 
OF THI STATI .8 TKI GOOD LI" AND 'H"t AAI THE MEANI T~ 
WARD IT, AND THC STATE II THE UNIGI.,. 'AMtLI'1 AND VILLAGI' 
IN 1I1""OT AND ., ... ,... • ..,,.'.01 NQ .... ,t, 8'1 WH, 0" WE "'AN A 
HAltPVAHO HONORA_ ... ' .... ,.,.) 
I T IMOULD:" .. I .. , ,.,HID THAT Afit I 8TOTI.I 8'&.r' IV'I HAPP I H'I. OON-
WHii .. ~. "t II T"UI THAT HI .... CONtl"DID THAT TM' TRU ... ·'/ 
'I"'~' ( '":. . 
.~ , 
HAIt,.y IIIAN RIQuilteD AH';liOIQUAT' "'AIUlltl. 0' IIIATI." AI. WlaLT"."' 8E- . 
. . 
'.' 
I."VID THAT weA ... TH COMT".'VT'I '0 .. ".T"I" THAN CONITITUT'" THI 
H" .... V "'1'1.5 ftc .AI UN1)OUaTC.",V PItO .... T'. TO .AKC TH', tIOO''''OA-
"0" 0' H, •. O •••• MAt. I.O'NT,,.,OATIO" 0" A VlltTUOUI "'1" •• TH 
' .. " '.; .:.,.' . 
H ...... N'" l,cAva, 0" H'. ,,"eIRTAI NTV "IGAROINa THI ItIAI.' TV 0' AN 
A"lftl..". N,vrftTHC""", HI IH"'TID VIRTU' •• T"' P~IMAfIlV "'ANS 
"'I"EIV HAPPIM'" II ACHIIV'.. tt., THE Ixa'TENOE 0' THI STATr I • 
.. 
AI;.,HI TO al CO"8'DlltID THIN IT WOULO I"M THAT A ... L, OR 10". AT 
... IAIT. 0' THCI£CLA~.' AAI 4"8T. IUT.' we TAKE INTO ACCOUNT A 
~lW)9". OX'. 0 .... ' .. · ..... 'u ... , VOL. 6 .• 'e. TIDIY •• D. flo •• (H,w YO"".' ,.t., ,. 128Oa11. 
A .. t..QUCJTATIO,.. cITlelN THI' TH •••• UN",'I. OT"'''W''I 8PEO'-
,. liD '.tI' ott.WN'.M flU I'D' TI OM • 
..... 9O"&I116 .. 'T", QI, x, 7, 1171A1",. 
" 5~,'t •• , I, 9, 109"1,.,.. IN 1101a A'UITOT"" .tV'1 A HINT .1 TC 
"I' UNOERTAINTY "rQA~.'NQ TMI 'ATI 0" T"' DIAD. 
1000 t.t ,.t, THEft, AS t HAVE ALREADY SA' 0, EOUCA Tf ON AND V I RTUE 
HAVE aUPE~'Oft CLAtMS.'6 
-THE COMMUNtTV. THEN, IS ESTABLISHED 10 PAOVeD£ MEN .,TH THI 
OPPORTUNITY 0" HAVeNel HAPPIER, '-VLLt", .. Ives. TK~OueH U ... TED C,... 
'ORT THEY ACHIEva A DECnllE 0" MORA .... 'NTELLECTUAL, AND PHVI, GAL 
DlnLO •• '.' WH'QM 1IOULO OTNE .... S' Ie: .... 088 ..... '. -W"IN SrVCRAI. 
. VI "LAaca Aft,l U'U T'O,t""':A •• NOLE COMPL£TI,CO.MUNITV; LARClEENOU' .. 
TO aE NEA'U. Y O"QV.T".IL~aU""t CI NG, TMI STATE 
"'tl'" "" '-
CNCI, OIU.'NATf.;:J~':'~1 IAR' Ncc.a 0.' 1..,,.1 AND 
; ; ;, <I-: :".",,. " " 
COM'. • NTO EX 1'1'-
OONT ... "It.; IN 
Ile.ITINCI "0" ,"I'AM. 0" A 1000 L"c.'7 
THI NICD HOT , ..... , to D''''No, aliT :,. ... 0 '0 OIVELOP. 00"" UN 1 TV 
t...,., ". IN ARlS'O'L". 18T'MATaON, THI' RCASON 'OR THI I:aTAlt..t~~ 
MINT 0" eov""_'NT' AMONt MIN. WHATIVER RIGULAT.ONI "'COlaLATOIlI 
MAV IHACT AN. IMrORCt MUI' I' ""EOTCD TOWARD THI W£L'A"t 0' THI: 
OO_UNITV. -AN. me LD •• LAT." .~ ITATeH.N '1 CONOC"NCD ENTIIt~ 
.. 
LY .IT" 'M' STATe; A COtt".TUTtOtt 0" .OV ...... ENT aCtHO AN A "RAttO I-
I)' • 
.-ST. THOMAS AGREES THAT $OCIETY tS NATURAL. ro MAN. THIS r .. UISM 
HE M.'NTA.~St '1$ FU"'H'. MOST PLAINLV EVIOENC'. ay THE FACT THAT 
-
THC U8£0" ."EIO~ ., PROP'" TO MAN. '9 ttE GOl8 ON TO lAY THAT 
," : " 
GOVERNMENT •• COIV." W' fH 8001 lTV alOAU$' '. Tl' NIC£a8A"V THAT 
.. 
THERI IXIST AIIIO ..... £" ,oM' ,tll:ANI av .HIOH THe C"tQUP BE GOVEANED. '1 
'!!!!=! TI CI, I" .).'1~'~:J5"". WERNER ~AIQ'R. A ... ITOThl--'H£ 
'UN'."fttTALI .!!. .. I "v.r·' NT (0.,.0.... 19'-'), ... 216 ANI-
ISAAC 001, '8fU01'iiiHtX"'a U8..2!. PleAto' A .. !TH' '~OLI TI. ga-
, aRt !TOThl. (t •• A(h.T~.' '. • It. 17. I .. HA', Zt: THAT GOV'ft,.Me:NJAL. 
AQ£N(HIS, .8 WCL.L •• T""C STATI IfaEL", OElUVI THEIR ,lcaN.,.aeANcr 
"ROMTHI • Not Vt OUALtoo.PR.IING THI COWUN. fV. 
s. H. IUTOH ,lit , so.S •• '9TI .9!. iltCIK &IH ... ,a. (I.ONOON. 1891) • 
.. • 51, MAl NTA f Na THAT THC l.cltCa RCG ••• CD 'H'8TATI AI A VI TAt,.; 
R.AN .... NOT AS A 'L,,.ILC ••• AeH,MI 0" GOVERNMENT IMPOIING ITSEL' 
UIION TH' CITI1IN.'", DR. IIL.L~I. HIS , .. TRODUCTION TO C. WALFORD'S 
TIt"NSLATlote 0" TN, '9LITIC8 H A'''ITOTLL (O."'ORD, 1898), ". x.v. 
'N •• ,,.8 THAT A.1tt 8TOTL£ a'LllVia THC AUTHO ... TY -1'0 aOVIRN AMI' 
A"TOMATICALLY W.TH TMI ~O"MATtON O"lOe.CT". I .. tlowcrT, 'O"'ITlO, 
,. ASI STtTh', VOL. II" fl. 12S, .. 01 NTI OUT THAT BY TH.S I "I.ITINOI 
N THI 'UGHT OF' MeN TO PftOVI DC '0" THE "£CU'LAT' ON 0" THE'R OW .. 
10CIAI. ",I,.C ARISTOTLE gavlATEO A .... O.LIM wHtCH A LATE. Aa, A'" 
T,MitTCD TO SOLVI: ay _180ftttHG TO THI TH'ORY 0" TN' DIVINE fIIt'GNT 
, KIN.'. 
~ .'"SHIP, I, 1, 7, (tftANa. IY ftev. IEftALD •• 'MEL AN. ftr-
VI.ID IY I. Tit. ESO"MANN, (TORONTO, 1949). 01". AL.IO 1. I., It-Il, 
". s. . 
8. tlOU8'ft,.. ~UAl,''''' If. etTi ZENSN'" AC05!RPI NG .!2..!!. THOMAI, (IA8H' NaTON. o. .,. 1· l .... 2, 'MPHA •• rEI THAT T"". OQNOEPT tIS 
••• C 'If THOM. ITt CPOL I TICAL , ... I LO.OftHY • 
lOti. C. "IARNI"'A.,TH' StCI A) ANI POLl TISAh IotAS .2!. SOME '''EAT 
ED!'VA 8 'a1;:'9Il i~~~~:lp!:~AtE:T ~~'H~:N!~:N:A:H;~A~"eo!::~1 
ENT .1 A NlorSSARY EVIL. 
e,.. ALIO 1L..'.I'NK,ft,., o.S ••.• THO'UITtla~!!fr£"T !l" AN 
INT'R""TtONA .CJITY, ,",.SHINGTON, D.C., 19 ~ • 2,AMT"'ALexA .... 
OIR P. D NTRlv.a, artICT'. PO\I T I CAl, fiR IT 1 NcaS 9!.!I.. THOMAS 
UlNAS (OX,.o .... 19 • It. x •• 
HE ALSO SU.S.~'.EI TO A~IITOTLE'S BILlE' T"AT THE ATTAINMENT 0' 
HA'~INtSS IS THt GOAL 'Oft WHIGH SO •• £TIES AftE 'OUNOED: 
THUS WE SEE THAT ONLY THOSE A~I ~I'A~DtD AS FO~MIN' ONE 
SO.IETY WHO A~E OI~E.TED BV THE SAME LAWS AND THt SAME 
QOVE~NMENT TO LIVE WELL. THEftE'O~E SINeE MAN IV LIV'N' 
VI~TUOUSLV II O~DA'N£D TO A HI.HE~ END WH,eH CONIISTS IN 
THE ENJOVMENT OF QOD. AS WE HAVE SAID A80VE, THE HUMAN 
SOOIETY MUST HAVE THE IAMI END AS THE INDIVIDUAL MAN. 
THE~E'O~E, IT 18 NOT THE ULTIMATE END 0' AN ASSEMILED 
MULTITUDE TO LIVE VI~TUOU'~Y IUT THfltOUIH VlftTUOUS LIVlNe 
TO AITAIN THE ~OSSESS'ON 0' QOD.11 
THE 'AOT THAT THE ~OSSEISION 0' ;00 IS THE ULTIMATE GOAL 0' 
soot ITt E8, AS WELL AS 0'-' NDI VI DUALS, LENOS AN ETE~NAL IIGNI'I" 
eANC' TO HUMAN 10VEfltNMENTS. "'GAUSa: HE ENJOVED A MOST VI VI D 
A'~ftECIATION 0' THt tM~OftTAN'E 0' THIS TfitUTH, ST. THOMAS INSISTS 
THfltOU8HOUT HI. EXAMINATION 0' POLITICS THAT ALL 'OftMS 0' OOMINION 
MUST I' GlfteeTED TOWAft. THI ATTAINMENT 0' TH'S "NAL GOAL. BOTH 
MEN AlftlE THAT WHATEVEft HA~INISI II TO BE FOUND IN THIS LI,., CON-
SilTS 'SSENTIALLV IN THE ~~A.TICE 0" VlfltTUE. VET, THEftE fltEMAINS 
A ST~'KIN. OI,,.£ftENel IETWEEN THE'" .0Ne'~T 0' THE VI"TUOUS LI'E. 
Foft AftlSTOTLE IT ASSUMtS THE NATUftE 0' AN END WHILE ST. THOMAS 
ftE.A~OS IT AS THE MEANS 8'1 WHI,H MAN ATTA.NS HII ULTIMATE GOAL. 
THE ATTAINMENT 0' THE VlftTUOUa La" ,.Oft ALL MEMaEftS 0,. A 'IVIL 
SOelCTY W'~L NEVl~THELtel aI, ,o~ 10TH MEN, THE ~ft'~A~Y aND or 
HUMAN IOVEfltNMtNTS. I TIS 'O~ TM' ~UJt~O'E or D. S.OVE~I N8 HOW THI. 
OIL"ATION MAY It MOST ftEAGILY A~IEVED THAT A~IITOTLI AND ST. 
11 QN KIN'8H'~, II, 3. 106. 'Oft A MOft' eOM~LETE DISGUSSION 
OF THIS TOPIf. liE S". 'fitEDEfitIOA HElMEY«ft, ON' ANa MANV IN TME 
SOetAL OftD£~ AoeOftalN. Ii !I. THOMAI, (wAiHiNeTON:-O;C:7 ~l) 




THOMAS UNDE~TOOK THEI~ INVEST'IATIONS WHIGH. QUITE ~EASONA'LY, 
A~E INT~OOUe£D .,TH A o.SeUSSION 0' THE QUALIYIIATIONS ~EQUI~ED 
IV THE VA~IOU8 TV~ES OY ~ULE~8. 
CHAP TEfit • I 
HATUk! OF fltOVA~ fltULE ACCO~DIH~ TO AfittSTOTlE 
HAVINI STATtO THt FUNOAMt~TA~ NATU~E ,AND PU~OS' OF .'VIL 
SOCI 'TV, A.USTOTLE ,.ItOeEtDS TO (NQUI'" .. OW MIN MAY MOST JUSTt.. 'I AN, 
,,.'ECTIVE,,V Aeeo_LlsH TH'8 tND. S'NeE IT '8 'X,.eOIENT, IN VIEW 
0' THE Pt..ETHQ"A 0" IOM .... 'X, DtTA't..'. 'UNOTIONS It'QUI~rO IN THE. 
DAI .. VADMINIST"ATION 0" etvI .. A"A."8, THAT THE IUltNESS 0' lOVE" 
MtNT IE INTItUST'8 TO "ELATIV'"V 'EW OITIZEN"'-'O~ IT IS A ""'''00-
ATIVE 9F A SMALL ","OUp TO OP,£"ATE EeONOM.tALLY AND EFF'GltNTLY-· 
• T ... F. "8T OF At.. .. ACVI SA.", TO OONII DE" WHO I I aUI TED TO EXlltfU 8 
OOM' Nt ON. Fo" TH' ,.'ItION8, WHOM NATU~' HAS, .. ItE .. A"ED TO "'''''0'''' T'1 
rUNOTt ON 0' "ULI N' W' LL 10V'''N M08T "'EeT. VE"Y. IN 0"0'" TO O'S-
tOVE" IN A OENE"AL WAY WH"H M'N HAVE THI8 NAT""AL AIILITY TO 
"" .. E. A", STOTLE I N THE FI "8T aOOK 0' THI PO .. , TI •• STUD I IS THE 
NATU"'O' IOMEITIO IOVE""MINT AND THE OONolT'ONI WH'.H DEFIN' AND 
LIMIT TH' ,.OW,,, 0' THE MA8TI" 0' THe HOMC. 
AItISTOT .. ' IELltVEO THE'" .8 .YONe MEN A H.t"A".HY, AS OF 
eou"s, THEft! 18 TH"O"I"OUT THE "EALM 0' IE'NI. AND THAT AUTHO".TY 
IELONIS NATU"At..LY TO THOSE MO'" ".OHLY INDOWED. CE"TA.NLY THC 
HI '''AIIl",,, WI TH.' M HUMAN 10 •• £TY" 'OUNGED ON A G. "'I"£Ne£ • H 0'-
I"'C WH'EftEAI THE D' .... , HOT I ON ',ITW"" MEMa£1Il1 OF VA'" OUI I' EO' ES 
t 
IS IAIED UltOM A suaSTANTI.L et"' .. ENGE. VET NATU'" HAS ENDOWCO 
MENWt'TH VA"V' Na G" •• C8 ., 'IIlUDE,NT I AL POWEllS. THE 0' STI NOT ION 
I£TW£E," MAST'" AND 't..AVE, WAN AND WOMAN, FATH'" AND SON, A'" 'ES 
• 
I.,AUSI 0' THI' .NHEftENT OI,.,£.£HO£. IN THE CASE 0' THE SLAVE 
A~O WOMAN, THIS HATU~AL SU"E~'O~'TV CAN NEYEft IE OVEftCOME. THE 
., .~'LO ON THI eONTftAftV WILL MA!U~I. HOWEYEft, IN THE eASE 0' THE 
I_EAL ftULEft, WHO EXCELS HI. 'ELLOWS AS THE 'ATHE~ DOES THE CHILD, 
H S SUPE.IO~ITV WOULD IE "E~MANINT. HE, LIKE THE aENUINE A~T'ST 
.~ MUSlelAN, HAS IEEN •• ,TED IV NATUft£ WITH MOftE SUILIME .. OTEN-
T ALITIIS THAN THE O •• 'NAftV HUMAN IE.NI. THIS TALENT. 0' .OU"SE, 
alUST IE .. Eft"£OTEO TH.OUCH TftAllflHI, .JUST AS THE VIOLINIST MUST 
GEVELO .. HII IHHATE AI'LIT'ES IV .. ftA,T."Ne. IUT THE IDEAL STATES-
.,'H L,KE IVEftV MAN aO"N WITH A S .. EO'At., TALENT WILL ACHltVE A H'8,H--
I ~ In:I"I! 0' "''''lOTION I If THE EX'''',SE 0' THI a SKI LL THAN 18 
'~.SIIt..£ ,." THE LEa. ftlCHLY INOOW£.8: 
IN THE ""ST "LAO£ THI"I MUST aE A UN'ONO' THOSE WHO IAH-
NOT EXI,ST WITHOUT EAe" OTH'''' .... MEI"V 0' "ALE AND 'EM .... I, 
THA1' THE .... 1 MAY .ONTI ""'. .ND ., NAT" .. AL 'UJLEft .ND SUa-
~IIT THAT toTH MAV IE .... 'SI.V'.. ,." THAT wH,.H IAN 'Oftt-
SIE IV THI EXE .... S' ., M,,.O IS BV NAT"'" INTIN.'D TO I' 
Lo.a AND MASTlft. AND ,THAT WHI.H caAN WITK .TS loay .,VI 
""'OT TO SUOH 'Oft' ... HT IS A S"''''OT .NO IV NAT".' A 
SLAVE; HENC' MASTlft AND SLAVE HAVE THE SAM' INTE"18T.1 
SINGE THE 'AWILV IS THE .... IMA .. V NATU"AL SOOIETV, A~ISTOTL£ 
lNO,"TAKES AN EXAMINATION 0" THE "'LAT.ONSH'''S 'OUND WITHIN IT, 
to THAT H' MAV a'TE"M'N' .~AT TVPES 0' AUTHOflt1TY AfitE 'OUND IN 
tATU~E AND WHAT OON81TION8 AftE ~EQUI"'D IN 0 .. 8'" TO ~USTI'V THE." 
lPOLITIG., I 2, 1252126,.,.. o. J. ALLEN, PHILOSO .. HY 0' ~ISTiTt..I, ... 157; WINSTON ASHLEV, TH£O~V R" NATU~Ag $LAV&fty 
elO •• ,NI TO AAI.Tor~1 AND !I. THOMA8 AQUINA!, ... 3 t AND HA~LI9 J.~'Ht.t.., • ••• TOTt.,"S AATU~At., SLAVE ~'EXAM'NI.ft, NEW 
IHOLAsraCISM, XXV'I, (4ULV, 1953), 2~2, MENTION THAT A~'STiTLE 
ELI EYE. THE~[ •• A HI'~A.'HV .N NATU~I AND ANV •••• UIITI.N 0' 
HIS O~OE~ WILL ~£SUt..T IN eHAOS. 
If:.; 
£X'''OISE. ""I STOTL£ OONOLUDES, • or HOUSEHOLO MANA.EMENT WE HAVE 
-ALAEADY SHOWN THAT THE"E AAE TH"EE ~A.TS--ONE 'S THE "ULE 0' A 
~ST£" ov,~ SLAVES WHIGH HAS IEEN OISGuSSED AL"EADY' ANOTHE" or 
A 'ATH'ft ANe THE THI'" 0' " MuaaAHe."2 
ONE MAN, THIN, MWST EXE" •• SE THAll TY~'S 0' "ULE WITHIN HIS 
HOME. TItre I' NOT, IN ".U8TOTt.."S ESTIMATION, A MATTE" 0' GHOleE 
IUT A 8TftlaT OILIGATtON IM~OSED IV JUSTIOE. HE EMPHASIZES THIS 
~OINT IN H,S DISOUS8'O~ 0' NATU"AL SLAVEAY: 
AeA' N THI: ,""L.I 'S flY NAT""I: SU~Efltl o fit, AND THE 'IMAt.,E I H-
'EfltlOflt AND THE ONE "ULEI AND THE OTHE" IS "ULID; TH'S 
PfltIN.'~LE 0' NIOESSITY EXTENDS TO ALL MANKIND. WHlfltE 
THIN THE"E I. SUOH A OI,""INO£ AS THAT IETWEEN aoov AND 
sowt-, Oflt IETWE~N MEN AND ANIMALS (A8 IN THE GASE 'F' THOSE 
WHOSE a"stNlsa IS TO uaE THE'" aODV ANI WHO GAN DO NOTHIN. 
II:TTEfIl) THE Lowe" SOIt'l Afltl: IV NATUIIl' SLAYES ANe 'T II 
aETTE" '0" THIM At ,." ALL ' .. 'E"IO"S THAT THEY SHOULD aE 
WND'" THE "ULE ., " MA8T'fIt •••• ANI DOUITLIIS " MEN 01'-
'E"ED '''OM OH' ANO.TH'" I H THI M,"E '0"M8 0,. THEI Jill 80DI ES 
AS MUeH AIT~E STArll'l 0" THE ;008 GO '''.M 8CN. ALI,. WOULD 
AOKNOWLE.eC THAT THE ,N""IO" GLASS SHOULD IE SLAVEI 0' 
THE IW~I"IQ". AND." TH'. &, TIIlUI .,. T,HE ' •• V -HOW MUOH 
MOJillE JUST THAT A SIM'LA" DIITINGTION SHOULD EXIST IN THI 
SOUL? IVT THE IEAUTV 0' THE 100V II S'I" IIH'''IA8 THI 
aEAUTV OF' THI SOUL IS NOT SEIN. 'T IS eL'A~, THEH, THAT 
SOM' MIN AJillE av NATU", ""CE AND OTHE'" SLAVES AND THAT 
'0" THESE ILAV'''V II 10TH EX~E.'ENT ANO fltteHT.3 
THE'" II, THEN, UNDEltLYINa ",,18TOTL"S IXAMINATION OF' THI 
8~IG'I' ., AUTHO""V ,.aNo IN HATU'" ANI TH£ GONDITIONS JUSTI-
'YtNe THEI" IX'''018E THE 1'1..1£' THAT SWPEJIIlIO" ItlHas HAVE THI 
It •• HT AND eUTV TO eOY'''N TH'I" IHrE"lo"s. T", P"IN.I~"L 'ACTO"S 
2POLIT"I, I, 12, 1259A36,,.. 
"a. B. I. 5, 125_12,.,. 
iJ 
WH'OH .ET£~MtNE THI9 SUPI~IO~ITY A"' THE VA"YINI DEI"EES 0' IN-
TELLI.ENOE AND CAPAGITY 'Oft MOftAL P'"'IOTION OF THE PE"80N8 
I NVOL VEO: .., 
Now IT IS oaVIOU8 THAT THE SAME P"INOIPLE A~PLI'S I£N£~ 
ALLV, AND THE"E'O~E ALMOST ALL THINI' RULI AND A~E aUL'. 
AOIO"81 Ne TO NATU"'. IUT THI KIND or .. ULE D' ",,,s--nl' 
''''EMAN "ULES OVE" THE SLAVEA'TE .. ANOTH'" MANN'" '"OM 
THAT IN WHI8H TH' MALE ""'1.1. OV'" THE "MAL'. 0" T~' MAN 
OVE" TH' 8HILD; ALTHOUGH THE PART. 0' TH' SOUL AftE PR'9ENT 
I N ALL ., THEM THEV ARE ,.ftESENT IN ot "''''NT DEI'U"S. F'o" 
THE SLAVE HAS NO DELltERATIVE 'ACULTY AT ALL; THE WOMAN 
HAS, IUT .T I •• ITHOUT AUTHORITV. AN0 THE eHILD HAS, IUT 
'T 'S IMMATURE. So IT MUST N,eESSARILV IE SUPPOSED TO I' 
•• TH THE MO"AL VI"T""S. ALSO ALL S,HOULO PARTAKE 0' THEM, 
IVT ONLY IN sueH A MANNER AND D'I"" AS 18 R'QUIR'. IV 
'ACH 'OR THE 'ULFILLMENT 0' HIS DUTY.~ 
ItOAUS' 0' THE NATU"E 0' THE VA'UOUS RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE 
HOME IT' MA8TE" MAY JUSTLV EXEftOISE HE"eLE "ULE OVE" HI. SLAVES, 
OON.,"IAL .. ULE OVE" HIS W,,., AND flO'lAI. .. ULE OYE" HI. GHILDIIt'-H. 
A8 AN INH'IIt'H1'",' ''''''RIO'' PE"'ON, TH' MIAC 0' THE HOUSEHOLO 
HAl l'tN 'N80W'0 .V NATU~I W.TH THt ft.eMT TO "ULE HIS S£ .. VANTS 
W.TH A.80 ... "" AND UN .. 'S' .... T'. AUTHORITY. H's SLAVE. WHO ,. 
NOTH' H • .... , THAN *\ ... t, •• _ P08818810N-S. WAS .... OVI DE. 'OR THI 
-
........ I. 12 1260A9"". O. J. O'N" .... "A .. ISTOT ... "S NATU".L 
SLAVE ptIIXAM.NEe', 277. STATES THAT .T IS THt: "UI.,,,'S .R[ATE~ 
"OWE" 0" p"UDtNeE WHICH ACOOUNTS "0" HIS SU~'''IOft'TY. 
W'N8TG~ ASHLEV, NATU~AL ,LAVE'" A.eO~D'N. TO Aft'ST9T~E AN. !!. THOMAI AQUI HAS. (AOTflE OA .. '. rg~) ft. 411f, PMaEHT' SGHEt,.m· 
OALLY A",iT.TLE'S OlaTINOTIONI IETWEEN THE '0"M8 OF' eIV'L .OVEfl~~ 
MENT. IN EA,M eASE TH' SU'~EOTS A'" O'.T'NeUISH'O 'flOM THEI" 
RULE" ON THE IASI. 0' THE D,SS,MILA .. ,TV IETWEE" EACH ONE'S POWE .. 
0' PRUDeNCE 0" .I,WSEN HIS HAIITUAL £XEflCISI OF THIS VIRTUE. 
.OLE ~U_~OSE 0' IE_VINI HIS NEEDS AND MAY 'E USED AS A TOOL. 
'MENoE WE SEE WHAT IS THE NATU_E AND O~~ICE 0' A SLAVE. HI WHO'S 
IV NATU_I ~OT HIS OWN IUT ANOTHI_'S MAN, 'S IY NATU~I A SLAVE; 
AND HI MAY It SA'. TO IE ANOTHI~'S MAN WHO, IEINI A HUMAN IE.NI, 
.1 ALS. A ~OSSESI'ON. AND A _08SESSION MAY IE OE',NEO AS AN I~ 
ST~UMENT 0' ACT'ON, SE~AftAILE '~OM THE ~OSSEsso_:'6 
-O~ COURSE AR'STOTLE _E008NtZES .T IS ONLY REASONAILE TO T_EAT 
A SLAVE HUMANELY ,o~ HE MAINTAINS: 
THE AIUSI 0' TH,S AUTHO_.TY 'S IN~U~IOUS TO 10TH; ~O" THI I~ 
TI_E8T8 O~ ~A_T AND WHOLE OF ICOY AND SOUL AftE THE SAME . 
AND THE SLAVE IS A ~AftT O. THE MASlER, A LI~'Na IUT SE~AftlTEO 
_AftT O~ HIS 100lLY 'RAMI. "ENCE, WHEftE THE ~ELATtON 0' MASTE~ 
AND SLAVE IETWEEN THEM IS NATU_AL THEY A~E 'ftIENDS AND HAVE 
A COMMON INTEftE8T, IUT WHE_t IT _EST8 ME_ELY ON LAW AND 
'O_OE THE ftEVE_BE IS TftUE.7 
"OWEVE~t THE_E CAN It NO QUESTION 0' RE8T~IOTINI THE MASTEft'S 
AUTHO_.TV .N 0_0'_ TO ALLOW THE SLAVE TO ~A_TIOI_ATE IN THC MANM 
AIEMENf O~ HtS OWN LI'E. THE SLAVE HAS NO SUCH _.IHf. 'WE SEI 
-
THEN THAT THE~t 18 'N SOME OASES A MA_KED DISTINCTION IETWEEN 
THE TWO CLASSES _ENDE~.N' IT EX_EDIENT AND _IIHT rO~ THE ONE TO 
II SLAVES AND THE OTHE_' TO IE MASTERSi THE ONE ~~ACTIOINI OIE'-
IINOE. THE OTHE~8 Ext_O'S.NI THE AUTHO~'TY AND LO_.SHI_ WHleH 
NATU_I INTENDED THEM TO HAVE." 
-THE SEOOND TV_I O~ DOM,NION WH.OH THE MASTE_ 0' THE HOME EXE~-
6'I,t. " " 125.A13" 
7.I.D. " 6, 1255'S" 
S'II •• I, 6, 1255'''' 
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gl8E8 18 THE PATE"NAL "tiLE IELONalNa TO HtM AS A YATHE". 
A~ISTOTLr CALLS THI8 ~VAL "ULE: 
THE ""toE OY A rrATHE" OVE" H, I OHI LO"IN • 8 1It0VAL YO" HE 
IIttlLEI IV VI"TUE 10TH orr LOVE AND OY IItESPECT DUE TO A.E. 
EXEIltOI81 NCI A K. HD OF' "OVAL .. OWEIIt. AHD THEIltEYO"E HOME" 
HAS A .... "OP"IATELV CALLED IEUS 'YATHEIIt orr ;OOS AND MEN' 
BEOAUSE HE •• TH~ KI N8 orr THEM AU.. '0" A ICI NI 18 THE 
NATUIitAL SUII''''O'' OY HI. SUI~EeTS, IUT HE SHOULD aE orr THE 
lAME ICIN AND KIND WITH THEM AND SUCH IS THE "ELATION or 
ELOEIit TO YOUNGEIIt, orr rrATHEIIt AND SON.9 
THE ~OVAL ~ULE WHICH THE YATHE" EX'''elSES OVER Hla CHI LOIltEN 
18 THEN, LIKE HEIltILE IItULE, AISOLUTE IUT olrr'E_8 '''OM IT IN THAT 
ITS .. IItIMAIltV "U"POSE IS TO IENE'IT THE 10VEIltNE.: 
THEIltE 18 NO .,rr"aDULTV IN OllTINeUIIH'NI THE VA"'OUI ICIH08 
0,. AWTHOlltlTYj THEV HAVE 8EIN OYTEN DErrENDED ALIltEA.V IN D.B-
IENSIOHI OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL. THE IItULE OY A MA8TEIIt, ALTHOUSH 
THE ILAV~ IV NATUIitE AND TME MASTEIIt IV NATUIitE HAVE THE SAMI 
INTIlltlS1., " NEV£IItTHELE88 EXEIltCISED .. 1It,MAIIt'LV WITH A VIEW 
TO THE INT'IIt£8T 0' THE MAITEIIt, I"TACCIDENTALLV COHSIDEIitS 
THE SLAVE, SINCE, I' THE SLAVE "'lItlSH, THE IItULE 0' THE 
MAITEIit "E.tlHES W' TH HIM. ON THE OTHEIit HAND, THE .OVE ..... 
MENT OY A •• 'E AND CHILOIitEN AND orr A HOUSIHOLD, WHICH WE 
HAVE OA&.I,.'8 HQUIIHO.,.. MANAe£M&NTI: 'I 'X llitO I SID' N, TH"'.ST 
I NITANCI: 'Ollt THE eOOD orr THE eov IItNtO 0'1 rrOR THE COMMON 
.OOD 0' 10TH IIAln' EI, IUT EISENTI ALLY YOR THE aooo 0' TH' 
IOVEIltNID.lO 
THE THIIitO TVII, or RULE EXERCISED WITHIN THE HOME IS OON~U.AL. 
THE HVIIAND'S DOMINION OVEIit HII wlrr£ IS, 0' COURSE, NOT AISOLUTE. 
QUITE THE DONTIitAlity. fA HUSIANO AND 'ATHER,WI lAW, IItULIS OVEIIt HIS 
-WI" AND CHILDREN, 10TH 'IItEI, aut THE IItULE DlrrFEIltS; THE IItULE OVEIIt 
HII CHILDREN I"NG ROVAL, OVER HIS Wlrrl A CONSTITUTIONAL IItULE.-ll 
91 I'D.I ,12, 1259110,., 
10'110. 1." 6. 1278130" 
II!.!!!.. • ,12, > 1259A~0'" 
KOWEVE~, ARISTOTLE QOES ON TO eXPLA,N THAT THERE IS A Dt~YE~ENCE 
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OY ONE'S WI'E AND GOVERNMENT 0' CITIZENS 
0' ~R" ST~TE8. SINCE THE HUSIAND'S AUTHORITY IS 'OUNDED U,ON 
NATURE, THIRE CAN I' NO ROTATION 0' GOVE""MENT"'L .-OWEItS WITH.N 
HOM' A8 THERE .S IN CONSTITUTIONAL OOMMUNIT.ES. THE MAN WILL AL 
WAYS DIRECT HIS W.'I'S A"AI"S IN ACC,ROANCE .ITH THE RULE. ESTA -
LI8HED IY OUSTOM AND THE MARITAL LAW: 
FOR ALTHOUIH THERE MAY IE IXCt.-TIONS TO THE OROtR 0' 
NATURE_ THE MAL,E .8 IV NATUIl' ,.. TTER 'Oft OO .. MAND THAN 
THE "'MALI, 4u8T AS THE AlLER AND ,ULL .IlOWN II 8U'-''''OR TO 
THE YOUNGER AND NORE .MMATURE. IUTIN MOil OONSTITUTIONAL 
STATEI THE 01 TIZENI RULE AN" .ARE RULED IV TURNS, "OR THE 
IDEA 0' A CONSTITUT.ONA" STATE .MPL.t. THAT THE NATUREI 
0' THE 01,. ZENS ARE EQUAL AND DO· NOT DI,.'ER AT ALL. NEVER-
THELESS, WHEN ON' RUL'S AND THE OTHER 'S RULED W[ ENDEAVOR 
TO eREAT' A OI"ERENCE 0' OUTWARD 'ORMS AND NAMES ANI 
TITLE. 0' RESPICT, WHIOH MAV IE ILLUSTRATED IV THE SAVING 
0" AMA'" AIOUT HIS 'OOTPA". THI IItILATlON 0,. THE MAI..l TO 
THE 'CMALI 1S 0" T~18 KIND, IUT THERI THE INEQUAI...TY .S 
ftIRNANINT.12 
THISE, THIN, Alltl THI THRII TYPES 0" AUTHORITY WHIOH AR,STOT 
I'Ll EVEO ARE ISTAILI8HI0 IY NATURE IN THE HUMAN HIERARCHV. 
CORRESPOND TO THE OI'REI 0' Dt "'RENCI IETWEIN THI ~OWERS ORANT 
TO VA'U OuS MEN. THOlE '-OSSISSI Ne SUttEfIt.Oflt ENCOW .. ENTS HAVE TH' 
R'.HT, AND THE DUTY AS WE"'L, TO aOVERN THEIR ,N,.[RIO .. 8. ANV ftA 
'OULAR TV.-E 0' RULr--HERILE, ROYAL, Oft PO~ITlCAL--OAN IE JUSTLY 
EXEROISID ON&., Y WHeN THI GOVERNOIit POSSESSES lUtE .... ATE $U'-IRIOR'TY' 
COMMENSURATE WITH THI RII'-ONlal.LITY H' HAS A"UMED. THU8, THE 
MASTER MAV ExlIltOIS. HIRILE RULI OVER HI. SLAVEI IUT NOT OVER HI 
12111 D. " 1'2, 1259IS,.,.. 
,.-;row'TT, PO!.,'TIOS!!. A'taITO!!.,E" VOL. 'I, '-. J8. '-O'NTI OU 
THAT THE HU.IAND AND W. "E CANNOT R,.HT'ULLV £'xett' .... , "LACES, AS 
R'.ULARLV HA'-PENS IN A 'REI STATE, 'OR THE "OISTt. NC1tq ... ET\!WECN 
THEM ' •• STEI ."'R.ADV ANa IS PIRMANENT.' 
WJ'E AND CHILDREN. THE RAD.CAL INEQUALITV IETWEEN HIMIILY AND 
THE NATURAL SLAVES ALLOWS HIU TO QOVE~N THEM WITH AaSOLUTE AUTHOR-
lTV 'OR HIS OWN WELFA~E. ME ENJOVS~ 'U~THERUOR£, THE RIGHT TO 
Exr~elSE ROVAL RULE OVER HIS OHILOREN "CAUSE HE HAS ATTAINED IN-
TELLEOTUAL MATURITV WHEREAS THEIR ~OW!.I Aftt STILL LAROELY UND~~ 
VELOPIO. HOWEVER, ~OVAL.~ULE 01"£R8 YROM H'~IL~ RUL' IN THAT ITS 
~R'MARY PURPOSE .9 THE .,NE'" 0' THE aOVERN'D. '.NALLV, HII W.FE 
'S IY NATURE auaJIGT ONLV TO POLITICAL RULE, THAT TYPE Ex'~ClaED 
IV MAQISTRATES IN A CONSTITUTIONAL .TATE. THIS SPECIIS 0' ~ULI 
IS CHARACTE~12!O IV THE LIMITATION 0' TH' RU~'ft'S DISCRETIONARY 
'O.E~S. HIS DECIIIONS MUST IE eUIDEO IV THE CUSTOM. AND LAWS 0" 
.. 
HIS PEOPLE. THI HUSIAND'S PO~lftIS ~'ITR'OT'D alCAUS' HIS SUPtR-
IORITV ovt~ H'I W,'1 .S LISS RAOIOAL THAN THAT OVER HIS SLAVE AND 
0"8 .. RI Ne. AS LONG AS THE MASTER 0' TH' HOUSE ,MPLOYS THE PROJllill:R 
TYPE OY RULE IN HIS DEALINGS WITH HI' VA~IOUS aU'JEeTS, THI De-
MANDS 0' 4UITI0£ ARE SATIS'I'O. IY. HOWEVER, RULE .S '.EftCIS' • 
• ITHOUT ~'.AR. 'OR THE NATURAL ORDER, AS yo" £.AMPL.I, WHEN TH' 
HUS_AND RUa.I. H'8 WI" WITH HERtLI O~ ROYAL AUTHORITV, AN lNJUS-
TIC£IS DONE. "E HAS IXCIIO'D THe LIMITS 0' TM' R •• HT·.RANTE. BV 
NATURE. 
A.ISTOT~Et8 ANALVSIS OY THE H"~AftCHY YOUNG IN NATURE THUS 
LEADS HIM TO OONCLUOE THAT INYE~IOR aCINes MUST, ,o~ TH"~ OWN 
aEN£,.IT, AS WILL AS THAT 0' THE IROUft, a' G."OEo BV THE MORI 
RICHLV ENDOWED. THI9E LATTER, POSSESSIO AS THEY A~E OY MORE 
A8TUTI ftOWIRS 0' P"UDENOE HAYE THI ~'."T AND AS A CONSEQUINce THE 
DUTV TO ASSUM, THI "ESPONSIBILITY 0' DI~'CTIN8 THCI~ LESS .,,.TE. 
YILLOWS TOWA •• THE 80 ... S NAT~ftE HAS ORDAINED FOR THEM. YIT, WHI". 
/ I 
! ·b 
PROVlelNG THC ~UST"'OAT.ON YOR THE RULE BY THE MORE TALENTED, 
NATURI HAS AT TH£ SAME TlME PLAOEO RISTflfCTIONS UPON THE AUTHORtTY 
WH. OM • T £tI$lo.a.. THE TYPE OF" RULE: HE «.1.0V8 MUIT CONP'ORM TO 
TH! DtGIt££' OF"SUP£fUOFUTV tit POSSESSES. 
THE CONCLUSIONS CRAWN A,.TP THE ANAL'." OF' THI TYPES OF' f'tU1.1 
'OUNO • H OOME8TfCaoO'I,tY ARIt THE BASEIUPOH WHIOM AR. STOTLE W ...... 
IS"A ...... " H'S .l .• oUQ"lo,..or ClY .... eOVEIt"_tfT.'"' •.• L ... EXAMtNe ;- ;f'::' ' " f; 
. "j: . . ,';, '.',: 
THEft .. .,.'NT ..... '-OWllt ••• O afOU ... ClItARACTCR 0" TNI 01 Tt ZI ... 0" 
, '>, ~>' '" "', . ~" ", 1-" • 
" '.' " 
ACiVA", PO .... rt OA.,,-: .• QN)',IS IN G itO '" TO' DISOOYE" THCHt "'LAT. VI: 
, .". - - - . ,~' 
ME'" 'I'. ft.UtOUfUt,.fHt,ebc,.;AM.HATION OF 1':"' NATU"AI. STATUI 0" TKC 
• " ''>' 
IMB'R' 0' o.va .... oc.IT". IN R~AT.ON TO THAT 0' £AOH 0' THI •• 
,.CLt .. O •• , HI WI LL ., A .... e TO olCt 01'" CH MOD' 0' O' VI L QOY£f\NMENT 
AOHlly,e THe H I,HIITeOft'. 0,. POt.. TI CAt. .. UST I CI. 
A'" .TOfL& ~U'T •. _VI 'I oeVIOUI ... Y, "' .. lOT HCft. &.1 ftu&., AS A "0,", 
elv,L. .oveRNMeNT. 'Oft HI HAD .HITtA ...... ' DrCtDID THATt -THI 
ONOI."I.O,. •• Iv' DIHT: THAT •• VUNM£M'I WHICH HAVI A ftliAftO . r .. 
• THI OOMMON IHTlua, Altl OONITITUT.e tN AOCOQANCC W, TM Inti OT 
ft. NO' ..... I •• r '-".T. 0,1, AND A.. TH.I'U~:"Oft£ "UII VO'U.8, aUf THOI' 
HI OM ".ClARO ON ... " ntl INTI8'1' 0" THI IWLIItI AftIA ... L OC,.'OT,vI 
He .. tItVI.TCD 1' ..... ,OA.:'HIY Aft' DIIPotIC'WHta.Aa A .TATI •• A 
... UNITY 0' "ftIIMEN.-l, 
... 
1'1 .. 8 Typl 0' Itu .. & tl -lxIRcaSCD ",.,..ft."" •• TH A v.r. '0 '"I 
"'IRII'O' T"I •• 8TI" IUT ACCIDINTALLYCO,. •• O,,,. THI SLAVI.'I-
17 
SUOH DOMINION, THEN, 18 BY Oe"NITION 'NCOM~AT'BLE WITH 
0' ~OLITICAL 80CIETY SINOE THE PRIMARY PURPOSE 0' CIVIL GOVERNMEN 
18 THE .E~'ARt 0' ALL THE C.TIZ£N$. AR'STOT~(, THEREFORE, OON-
DEMNS THE EMPLOYMENT 0' "ERH.E Oil! TYRANN. CAL. RULE BY CI VI L GOVER 
MENtS. THE EX~~CISE 0' ROVAL RULE IS ~UST".tD ONLY WHEN THe 
RULE" 'S SO $U~EI" OR TO HI8 SUa",ECT8 THAT THEY ARE A8 OHI LORiN .!! 
qOM~ARI80N. THE ONE POSSESSING THI9 TV~E or AUTHORITY fS EM~OW­
EREO TO MAKE ALL OEOl810N8 EVEN IN REgARD TO THE MOST INS,aNI"-
CANT DETAILS CONCeRNING THE A"AIRS 0' HIS SUBJECTS. HE MAY, 
'U"THCIIlMOIllE, LI Kt THE 'ATHER 'XElloe 81 NQ ROVAL RULE • N THE HOME, 
ENACT 80MEWHAT AR,11ftAflV REQULATIONS TO QU'oE THE OONDUCT 0" TH08 
SU .... 'CT TO HtM. CHILDREN'S LtVES ARE IN THE MAIN DEPENDENT UPON 
THE ~UItMENT 0' THE'R FATHER. HE NEED NOT 'EEL Has DIICRETIONA"Y 
POWERS AR.I OONSTRA' NED ''1 ANY 'ORMAL CODE 01' LAWS. THE GOVEANM'N 
0'. HIS O""fIIRtNCI DEtlAND, A VAST F'RE£OOM 0' DECISION WHIOH WIII .. L. £ 
A.~' HIM TO CO~I W'TH UNIQUE PftOa4£MS IN NEW SITUATIONS. HE MAY, 
'O~ IXAM~~I. INIIST ONE YOUNQSTER PER'O~M A OHO"I AND 'ORIID A 
WlAKER SiaLINI TO DO so •. OR A CHILD .. IGHT It "IF'UIII) A PIIlIVII.E.I 
'IOAUSE 0' PUERILI 1"_IIlUDINeE ON HIS PAIIlT IUT AT A LATIR DATE, 
WHEN HI HAS DEMONSTRATED THAT HE CAN CONDUCT Ht"SEI.' .tCOM'NQ~Y, 
IT MAY IE RESTORED TO HIM. PATERNAL AUTHORITY IS. THUS, VASTLY 
EXTENSIVE AND AS A MATTI" OF' 'AOT IN AIIlISTOTLE'S O~Y ENTAILEO THI 
~OWER OF' to. t F'E AND DEATH OVER ON" S ~,,.8ftptl Nt. CoNSEQUENTLY, 
ARISTOTL.E DID NOT IEI..EVE THE ORDINA,Y iTATESMAN QOULD IN ~USTICE 
EXE~CtSE ftOVAL OR PATERNAL RULE. ONLY THAT MAN, WHOM NATURE H"S 
ELEVATED so 'AR AleVE HIS F'ELLOWS THAT HC IS IN VIEW 0' H'S 
MAIN.'IOENT POWERS Q" PRUDENOE AND ~U'T'OE LIKE A 'ATHER 
THEM, MAY ENdOY SUCH ~~E~O.ATIVES.15 
IN ~OLITIOAL SOCIETY, IT I. t~OS81'LE FO~ FO~MAL LAWS TO DEAL 
.ITH THE UNI~UE FEATU~CS or S~ECtVIC PROBLEMS 8ECAUSE IT 18 ESSEN-
TIAL VOR THEM TO SPEAK IN IENERAL TERMS, ANO ORO'NA~Y .UOGES ARE 
so IM~RUDENT AND PRONE TO INJUSTtCE THAT THCIR DECIStOHS ARE FAULT. 
THERE'ORE tT WOULD IE 8CNI'ICIAL TO IVERY CITIIEN ., ONE MAN AMONI 
THEM WHOM NATURI HAD INDOWCD WITH THI IREATEST .ISDOM ANO ,OAE-
SIIHT AND H.IHIST MORAL CHARACTER WAS THEt~ RULER. I'CAUSE HE IS 
EMINENTLY PRUDENT HI. SU'dECTS .ILL .E AS8U~EC 0' .fS£ ANO JUST 
IUI.ANOI, AND THI ~EO~LI UNOIR HI' CARE WILL .1 ~ROTECTEO FROM THI 
GAHIER 0' 'A'LIN8, .'CAUSI 0' '.MORANCt, fO DEAL E"'CTIVELY .ITH 
OOMPLEX, pRACTICAL ~RO'LIM'. ALL DOU.T THAT LAWS HAD 811N IN-
TELLIIENTLV APPLIED TO ALL OF THI MULTIPLE DITAILS WHtCH DAILV 
ARISE IN THE AOMtNIST~ATION 0' ~U'LIC A"AIR8 WOULD It O.VIATEO. 
'URTHIRMORE, THEY NECD HAVE NO 'EAR 0' TYRANNY. IUCH A 'ONA~CH 
WILL ~"LI TH'M .ITH ~ATIANA" A"ICTION. THE ATTAINMENT 0" TMllft 
WEL"Aft! W'LI.. II HI8 ~ft'MAR" OONCE~N. IT WII.L II' AOVANTA'-'::OU8. 
THEN, 'Oft ALI.. .. ' ... I:". OF' Tit' OOMMUNITY ., THAT MAN WHOU MATURI 
HAS INOOW'O W' TH OUTSTAND .... QUAL' TI 1:8 0' STATESMANSHt" .~ I.CCO~'" 
'I THE POSITION 0' A'SOLUTE AUTHORITY. 
TH.' 'DEAL KING, THEN, SINCE HE EXCELS HIS BU.JEOTS AS A 
-
15vVES S'MON, NATURI AND FUNOT.ON 0' AUTHORITV, (MILWAUKEE, 
19q.l), P. 28, DESCfU I£S ftOYiL MUL£ AS .-pAR T I.. V sUaSTAN"fI AL ANC 
PAlitTLY SU.STtTUTIONAL1 ; SU.STANTIAL IN THAf IT SUPPLIES T1'11t 
AUTHOftlTY ESSENTIAL .~ ALL SOCIETY, AND SUBSTITUTIONAL IN THAT 
THE ftULIft ASSUMES R'~ON81'ILITY 0' MAKIN •• 'CISIQNS IN HIS 
SU .... EOT·S NAME. 
'ATHER HI8 CHILDREN, WILL R[QU~ATI EVERY FACET 0' OOMMUNITY ~"E. 
NEITHE" ~O"MA~ LAW NOft CUITOM W'L~ aE NEEDED TO QUIOE HIS JUO'-
HE WI t.L, I N THE STilt I OTEST SENSE Of' THE TERM, EXERCI SE PATERNAL 
RULE OVER A CIVIt. SOCIETV, ANI) 00 SO JUSTLY BECAUSE NATURE HAS EN'; 
DOWEe HIM WITH THE "'QUISITE WJ800M AND MOItAt. 8U,.£ftIOIUTY. "'UT 
WHEN A WHOLI 'AM'LV, 0" SOME fNDIVIDUAL, HAPPENS TO IE SO ,. .. £-
EMINENT IN V'"TWE AS TO aUftPASS ALL OTHERS, THEN 'T IS JUST THAT 
THEY 'HOULO IE THE ROYAL 'A"'~Y ANO SU~R'M' OVER ALL, OR THAT 
THI' OITIZEN SHOULD aE KINQ 0' THE WHOLE NATION."16 
~ 
Ho ONE, THEN, IN ARISTOTLI'S ESTIMATION, MAY JUSTLY EXERCISE 
ROYAL RULI EXCEPT A UAN Wt:'IO LITERALLV at:8'ftVE8 THE AP .. Ea..ATION 
-'ATHCR 0' HI' PEO"LCM• NO ONE ELSE .. 0,.'SSE8 TH' NATUftAL ENlOW-
MENT8 WHIOH '''ANT TO H,M THE ""HT, ANO BV THE SAME TOKEN, IYrOS' 
"' .. ON*'" THE OUTY 0' IOVERNlNI H.8 ,.ILL •• c.nZEH8 IN THI8 Ar 
SOLUTE "ASHtON. ", ALONE .8 JUSTI,tED IN "LAYING THE ~OLr 0' 
'ATHER to AN ENTIRE NATtON. 
THE THIRa TV .. ' OF AUTHORITY WHICH AftlSTOTLE DI'COYERED IN 
DOMllr'c IOVERHMENT 18 CONJUGAL. OP THE RIIHT TO 'XEftO'SE I'OLITICA 
RULE. rHE COftREII'ONDINe TV"E 0,. RU~' IS EXERCISED IV THE MAG'S-
T"ATtS IN A CON.rITUT.oNAl STATE "H£R["'H£ ASSEMBlV SHOUL" It 
BU .. RIM, OVER A~l OAUSES 0" AT ANV RATt OVEft THE MOST '''I'O"TAN', 
ANI THt MAe"TRATES OVEr. NONE OR ONLY OVER A VERY ,£w,.17 THEI~ 
PftEEDOM 0' JU.'MrNT IS NAftROWlY CONTAINED av CUSTOM, WRITTIN LAW, 
16pO~IT'OS, Itl, 17. 12gaA15r, 
17l •• o, ",, 2, 1317a27,r 
AND THE AUTHOR,TY OF ~UILIC ASSEMILIES. IECAUSE THERE IS NO RAe-
ICAL INEQUALITY IETWEEN A HUSIAND AND WI~E ON ONE HAND, AND A 
MAGISTRAT! AND HIS ~tLLOW C'TIZENS ON THE OTHER. ~OTH QOVERNORS 
MAY ~USTLY EXERCISE ONLY ~OL'TICAL RULE. THE HUSaAND IS .OVER~ 
ED IY CUSTOM. AND MARITAL LAWS, THE MAGISTRATE IY CIVIL LAW. THEY 
ARE 'REE ONL Y TG) I NTEfIt~fltET • N THE STfIt. CTE8T WAY "EAS.ILE THE 01 C-
TATES O~ THESE CODES. THUS WE SHALL SE£ THAT SINCE ALL ACTUAL 
CIVIL SOCIET.ES CONSIST 0' ~Eflt80NS WHO AfltE ~OLIT'CAL EQuaLS, ONLY 
~OL'TICAL fltULE MAY IN ~USTICE BE EM~LOYE. IY .TS RULERS.18 
IUOH A GtVlk IOVERHMEHT. THEN, REIARaLESS 0' THE "ORM IT MAY 
ASSUME--YONAfltCHICAL. ARISTOCRATIC, OR 8£MOCRATIC--MUST OONF'NE 
ITSELF TO THE EXEROISE 0' ~OLITICAL RULE. 'AND THE fltULE O~ THE 
LAW, IT IS ARGUED, IS ~Rt'ERAILE TO THAT 0' ANY ,NDtVIDUAL. ON 
THE SAME PRINCI~LE. EVEN IF IT IE lETTER 'OR CERTA.N INDIVIDUALS 
TO lOVERN, THEY SHOULD IE MADE ONLY GUARDIANS AND MINISTERS OF THE 
LAW. 1 19 
IF ACTUAL RULERS WERE TO IE SO ~RESUM_TUOUS AS TO ASSUME TY-
RANNI CAL _RERO.AT I VES, THEV WOULD QUI TE OIVI OUIL Y IE '''.1. TY 0' 
CORR"'-T ADMINISTRATION. FURTHeRMORE, THEY MAV NOT, IN ARISTOTLE'S 
ESTIMATION, ExE~OIS£ ~OYAL ftULE THOUIH IT IS IV DE~INITION DI~[CT­
ED TO THE ~~L'ARE 0' THE IOVERNED. TH£ ORDINARY RULER DO~S NOT 
~OSSE'S THE ."T' TO JUSTIFY ITS USE. IT WOULD IE JUST AS UN'AI~ 
rOft H,M TO ASSUMe ~OYAL AUTHOR'TY AS IT WOULD IE FOR A HUSIAND TO 
EXERC'SE ROYAL ~ULE WHEN .OVERN,N. HI' WI'£. 10TH WOULD BE 8UILTY 
or A ~ERVERS'ON OF THE NATURAL ORDE~. 
-
AIIt.STOTLE, THEIltEF'&IItE, CONCLUDES THAT ALL THREE TVltES OF' AUTHOIIt-
tTV AND THEllIt COlltlltELAT1VE SUIJECT.ONS DEIIt'VE THEtR JWST'FJCATI~N 
,.ROM THE HIINATE ItlltEEM1NENOE Oft '<.NF'EIltIGIltJ TV OF' THE ItEIlSONS CONCEIltNEI 
IECAUSE THIS 'S TIlUE, DOMESTIC SOVERNMENT WH1CH fS THE EXEIlC'SE OF' 
THESE TVltES QF IlULE. MUST IE D'IV10ED INTO THIltEE CLASSES. AS A RE-
SU~T, MASTEIltSHIIt OF' THE HOUSEHOL. CONStSTS IN A THIltEE-F'OlO F'UNCTIOI 
DESItOTfC IItUlE OF' SLAVES, IItOVAL ftULE OF' THE CH1LDREN, AND ItOLITICAL 
IItULE OF' THE WIF'E. 'T IS, THEftEF'OftE, ACTUALLV ItOSSlILE, AND IN 
AIIt'STOTLE'S EST'MATION, MOIlALLV ESSENTIAL F'eft ONE MAN I'CAUSE OF 
THE VAftl0US ItELAT'.NIH1'. ESTAILISHE. IV NATUIlE IETWEEN HIMSELF' 
AND HIS SUIOlltalNATES TO IE AT ONCE A IESltOT, A 1t0VAL ItWLEIt, ANO A 
MA~SSTftATE. .~T, TO ItEItEAT, IN .ltaER TD 80VEltN JUSTLV, THE MASTER 
OF' A HOME MAV EXEIlCtSE OVEIIt ANV GNE OF' THESE SUI.IlIINATES ONLV THA 
SItEetEs OF' ItIlLE WHtCH CONF'OltMS TO THE AUTHOlltt·TY MEIt)TEI IV THE DE-
IIlEE OF' 'NEQUAL~TV IETWEEN HIMSELF' ANI THE DEItENOEHT IN QUEST' ON. 
ME MAV, THEH, RULE HIS SLAVES .ElItOT'CALLV, HIS CH1LDIlEN IN A IItE-
QA" F'ASHION, IUT NEt THEil OF THESE TV .. ES OF DOMINION MAV IE EXEIlC'. S! 
ED OVEIt Ht' WI'E; Hfl SUltElllOltlTV OVEIl HEIt IS NOT SO ftAD'CAL AS TG 
JUST' F''' THE ASSUMItTt'.N OF' 1t0VAL Oft DESltOT)C "ftEIlO(lAT'VES WHEN AD-
MJNJSTEft.Na THE AF'F'AIIlS OF' CONJUGAL 10VEIlNME"T. HE MAV QOVEIltN~S 
SltOU9[ ONLY W'TH 1t0LITICAL ftULE. ALL C1V'" QOVEIltNMENT MUST, OF' 
COUIltSE, IE lutDED IV THE SAME ItllttHC'ItLE9. 
I'NCE THE ~.EA" IOVEIltNMENT MUST IE CAItAILE OF' ATTAtNt~. THE 
1000 Lf~E F'GIIt ITS SUIJECTS, WITH EXEMltLA~V EF'F1C1ENCV AN0 JUST1CE, 
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE IDEAL KtNa ItOSSESS ~OVAL AUTHOllttTV. HE 
WILL THEIltEF'OltE IE EMItOWEIltED, LIKE A F'ATHE~ IItUL1NQ H1S OF'F'SIt~.NQ, 
TO ASSUME FULL ~ESItONS'I'L1TV F'Q~ THE DIIltECTION GF' THE LIVES OF 
HIS ~EO~LE. THE EXE~CtS[ O~ ~OVAL ~ULE WiLL THE~E.V CONT~I.UTE 
, 
THE UTMOST E~~ECT'VENESS AND DtS~ATCH Te THE MODEL CIVIL aOvE~~ 
MENT. IT ~EMAINS TO DETE~MtNE JWST EXACTLV WHAT IS THE NATU~E or 
THE A.fLITIES or THE IDEAL KIN. WHICH QUAL'~V HIM TO ExE~CtSE 
~OVAL ftULE. 
CHAP TEft I I I 
!'lOYAL I\UI.., IN A,ta STOTL,t it I OE~'" GOVEI\NMENT 
THE OONOLUSIONS ftEAOHED A~TEft THE ANALYSIS 0' THE VAftlOUI 
TY~EI O~ AUTHOftlTY IEftVE AS A ~OUNIATION 'Oft AfttSTOTLltS OGNSTftUC-
TION 0' THE IDEAL CIVIL ;OVEftNMENT" THIS PEft'ECT MODE 0' DOMINION 
WHICH, IT SHOUL8 IE EM~H.StzEa, EXISTS ONLY IN THE HIIHEST ~EALM 
0' POLITtOAL SPECULAT10N, WILL ACHIEVE THE MOST SUILIME LEVEL 0' 
POLITIOAL ~UST.eE IV PLAOaNI AUTHOftlTY IN THE HANDS 0' THE MOST 
WOftTHY 8TATE8MAN, AND IT WILL AT THE 8AME TtME QUAftANTI' ~UST AND 
""OllNT "ULE. WHEN OONSTftUCTaNI THE IOEAL IOVE"NMENT, AftlSTOTLI 
WI8HED, AS HAS IEEN SU.I'IT'D, TO .IVIATI THE GftEAT DI"'OULTV 
WH'OH ALL CIVaL SOCtETV MUST 'AC~_ NAMELV THAT 0' DETEftMINING HGW 
MUCH 'ftEE80M 0' DISCflETtON MAV IE ALLOW'D tTl ftUL'IItI IV tNSIST'NI' 
THAT AISOLUTE RULE a' PLACED .N THE HANDS 0' THE tDEAL KING, THE 
FATHE" 0' H,S PEO.~E.l ALTHOUGH ftULE IV THE PEft,EOT STATESMAN 
WOULD IE 0' • NE8Tt MAaLE IENEF" T TO THE E'NT' filE COMMUNI TY, I TIS NOT 
S'MrLV A MATTE" 0' CHOICI. IUT AN OILIOATION .MP08Ee av JUSTIOE 
UPON THE CIT'ZENftV. IT 'I EVIDENT THAT AUTHOftlTY IN CIVIL, AS 
WELL AS tN aOMESTtC SOOIETV, aELONIS .N ~UST'CE TO THE MAN WHOM 
NATUU HAS ENDOWEO .1 TM THE POT£NT. AL' 11 £S 'Oft AOQU.ft. NQ THOSE 
SK'LLS ESSENTtAL TO THE PE .. 'ECT PRACTICE 0' THE AftT 0' STATECftAFT: 
1: •• "AEOEft .... 29, POI NTS OUT THI $ 'AC£T OF' T,HE SPECULAt, 'IE 
eONCLuSt ONe "EACHE'" N THE .!!9L! 11 OS. 
,O~ VE~Y ~'KELY SOME ~E~SON8 WILL SAY THAT O'~ICES O~ 
STATE OUGHT TO IE UNEQUALLY DISTR'IUTED ACCORD'N. TO 
SU~ER'OR EXCELLENOE, .N WHATEVER RESPEOT O~ THE CITIZEN, 
ALTHOU'H THERE IS NO OTHE~ D."ERENOE IETWEEN HIM AND THE 
REST "0' THE COMMUNI TV; 'OR THOSE WHO D. "ER I N ANY ONE RE-
S~ECT HAVE O"'ERENT R.IHTS AND OLAIMS. IUT SURELY, I' 
TH.8 .S TRUE, THE OOM~LEXION OR HEIOHT 0' A MAN OR ANY 
OTHER ADVANTAOE WILL IE A REASON 'Oft HIS OITA'N.NI A 
IREATER 8HARE 0' THE ~OLITICAL RfIHTS. TH' EftRO~ HEfti 
LIES U~ON THE SUR'ACE AND MAV 1£ ILLUSTRATED 'ROM OTH£ft 
ARTS AND SCIENOES. WHEN A,NUMI£~ 0' 'LUTE ~LAYE~8 AftE 
EQUAL IN THEIR AftT THERE IS NO REASON THOSE 0' THEM WHO 
ARE .ETTEft IOftN SHOULD HAVE IETTE~ 'LUTES G.VEN TO THEM 
'Oft THEV WILL NOT PLAY ANY lETTER ON THE 'LUTE, AND THE 
.UPE~IOft INSTRUMENT SHOULD I' RESE~VED 'Oft HIM WHO t. 
THE SU~EftIOR ARTIST.2 
TM I' ItRI NCI ItLE, 01'11 oueL Y OONDUO,VE TO THE MORE ~ER'£OT [XER" 
OISE 0' THE LEST IMPORTANT ARTS, AP~L'ES WITH EVEN IREATER 'OftO, 
TO POLITIOS. 'THAT IN'ERIOA P£R80N8 SHOULO'HAVE AUTHOftlTV IN 
~ 
IREATER MATTERS THAN THE aOOD WOULD AP~EAR TO It A STRANeE THINI.-
'OR THE ART 0' STATEOftA'T 18 UNDOUITEOLY THE MOST MOMENTOUS 
0' HUMAN UNOE!ltTAICINeS. 'T8 IN'LUENOE I£ARS HIAVILY UltON THE LIVES 
0' VAST NUMIEftS 0' MIN. CoNSEQUENTLV. IT IS ONLY ftEASONAILI THAT 
ITS TOOLS IE ENT~USTED TO THE MOST TALENTED MAN. FOR HE ALONE HAS 
IEEN GI'TS. WITH THI 'MNATE ABILITY WHIOH WILL INAILI HIM TO OE-
RI VE THI UTMOST lEN'" t 'ROU THEM. 
THAT tl'AN, THEN, WHO ItOaSESSIS ROVAL AUTHOfltlTY la ENDOWED WITH 
A MOJlA&. AND INTELLECTUAL It~E£"'NENCr WHIOH MAICIS H'" A$ SUItERIOft 
TO HI8 'ELLOW 01 TI :I:NS A8 A 'ATHEft TO HIS $ON. I T 18 BEOAUSE 0" 
TH,S VAST SU~ERIOI"TY THAT "UST.C! DEMANDS THAT HE IE tN~;TALLEO IN 
THt 1t0SITION 0' SUltft!M! POLITIOAL A80ENO£NOV. 'N ORDE!It THAT A MAN 
-
2'0'" TI C8.. It •• 12, 128282", 
3'1.0. III. 11, 1282A25" 
MAY ATTAIN THIS 0'8REI 0' EXOELLENCE OVER OTHER ADULTS IT 'S NE-
OESSAAY THAT NATUft' ENOOW HIM W.TH THE $~ECIAL SKILLS WHICH WiLL 
~[I'tMI T HI M TO .RACTI ct THE AIltT 0' STATIORA',T WI TH CONSUMMATE 
GENt US. "E, L' Kt TH! MASTE" MUB I 01 AN Olll ~A' NTER, POSSEISE8 THE 
SP'CIAt. INT!JITtON WHICH LENDI INS~tPlATION ,TO THE EXEftCISE 0' HIS 
ART. CONSEQUENTLY, HIS AI.LITIE8 A'" NOT "[!'tELY SU~Eft'OR TO THE 
fUTHEI't MEDIOCRE SIULLS 0" OTHER MEN. ON THE CONTRARY, HIS TALENTS 
AftE SU,.!'tEME NO.T ONLY "'LAT'VI,LY IUT I N AN AISOLUTE SENSI.... NATURE 
HAS MADE HIM THE MASTER STATISMAN. 
TH' AItTI.;1""",TATISMAN. THERI'ORE, i.1 KE THE ,.ATHER RULI NO H I a 
O"'S.RIN8, " ENDOWED WI Ttl "OY,,\,. AUTHOftlTY IECAUSE 0,. HIS 8UPE"IOR 
W • .800M ANO HI. "f" .. lAO .. A''''' MO"A'- CHARACTER. HE MU'ST ,E .. RIEM-
INENTLV 4U8T AN. PRUDENT. IT IS NOT SU""'OIENT FOR THE ARTI8T-
BTATI8MAN TOP088"S PECULATIVE KNOWLEDIlE' HE MUST ALIO aE ENoor 
, 
ED W!.TH THE 'NNATE .O"lft AND ACCUftATI APPRAISAL 0" PI'lAOTICAL ."08-
THE."OI'lE. S'Noe SCIENTI'IC KNOWLED.E INVOLVES DEMONSTRA-
TION, AND THE"E 'S NO DEMO·"".TR"TI,." ., THINe. WHOSE "'ft8T 
.'U NO. PLES AptlVAR' AI ... e: AND 8"tO£ ( .,! ••• .,PO,,' aLe: TO 
DEL,atftATI ,Aa(WTTHI""I. THAT ,AfIlE OF' NECESSITV, ItRACriOAt.. 
waSDOM OANNOT a' 801'NTI'10 KNOWL' •• E ""OR ART; NOT SCIENCE 
.'OAUlt THAT WHICK CAN .'OONE IS CAPAltI .. E ." aEtNI OTHEJIt"lIt 
.1 lEi NOT ART a'tcAUSI ACTION AND MAKI NI ARE KI ND. 0' 
THlldS. THE ,.'MAINI N8 ALlE~NATE, THEN, • 8 THAT' • T J 8 A 
Tft.,E AND REASONED STATE OF (lAItAOITV Te A9T WITH 1Il18AIIlO TO 
THE THIN8STHAT AR' aooo O~ aAO FOR MAN.~ 
4-THE IDEAL· KINe, UNLIKE THE OR.'~ARY MONA"OH, IS ItERF'CTLY 
WII' AND JUST, NOT M'''ELV av OOMItARISON TO KI' FELLOWS. Cr~. p. 1~ 
5HIO. ETHIOS, VI, ~. 114OA33'F 
n:l. ALLEN, •• 168. G'SCUSSES THE ."FERENCE a£TW££N SO.HIA 
(SPEOULAT.Ve: KNOWL'.IE) AND PHRONE"S (PIIlUOENCE). • 
i££ ALSO MOR'TIMER J. ADLER', FOOTNOTES .2!",A QUEST. ON .e,D\lUT 
I.AW (NOTE 9 ) ANO WILLIAM A. QERHAIIlO'S INF'''AiiflfAnoNAL KNOWLE.~~ 
AND .!.!:!! I NfELLECTUA'" VI fIlTUE .2!. PIIlUDENCE, (NOT""&: DAME, 1948), p.0~ 
IEOAUSE THE A~T'8T-STATESMAN IS EMINENTLV P~OENT, HE, UNLIKE 
THE O~'''NA~V MAIIST~ATES WITH WHOM WE A~E AOQU ••. NTED. IS NOT aouNe 
IV OIOTATIt,S OF OUSTOM AND LAW. POL I TI CAL AUTHQIU TV ON THEOTHE" 
HAND. WHICH IELONes TO EXISTING RULE~'~[QUI~IS "THAT THI ASSEM.LV 
SHOULD IE SU~REME OVE~ ALL OAUSES o~ AT ANY RATE OVER THE MOST IM-
~O~TANT AND THE MA.IST~ATES OVER NONE O~ OVE~ A VE~V FEW."6 
THIS .IH£~AL RESTRIOTION A~~LIES NOT OHLV TO AE~RESENTATIVES 
IN A ~OLITV7'UT WITH EQUAL FORCE TO AOTUAL MOHA~OH8, "THE SO-
CALLED LIMITED MONA~CHV OR KIN.SHI~ ACCO~DING TO LAW, AS I HAVE 
ALREADV REMARKED, 'S HOT A DISTINOT FORM OF .OVE~NMENT FO~ UNDER 
ALL QOV£~NM£NTS, AS, FO~ EXAM~LE. IN A DEMOORAOV O~ A~ISTOORACV, 
THERE MAV IE A GENERAL HOLOINI O'FICE FOA LIF', AND ONE ~ERSON IS 
OFTEN MADE SU~REME OVEA THE ADMINISTRATION OF A STATE."S 
HENCE IT IS OLEAR THAT THE TV~E 0' RULE WH'OH A GOVE~NO" ,OSS-
COROLLARV OF THI. "RO~OStTION IS THAT HE WHO IS AISOLUTELV 'ERF'ECT 
MUST 'OSSESS ROYAL OR AISOLUTE AUTHORITye 
-
IF, HOWEVER, THERE IE SOMI ONE 'ERSON, OR MORE THAN ONE, 
ALTHOUGH NOTENGUIH TO MAKE U' THE FULL COYPLEMENT 0' A 
STATE, WHOSE V'RTUE IS 80 ~RE-EM'NENT THAT THE VIRTUES OR 
THE ,OLIT'CAL CA'ACITY OF' ALL THE REST ADMIT 0' NO COU'AR· 
ISON .ITH HIS OR THEI"8, HE OR THEY CAN NO LON.E~ IE ~E.A~O· 
ED AS A .. ART 0' A STATEi 'OR ~UST'OE .'LL NOT aE OON[ TO 
TO THE SUPERIO", I' HE IS "'CKONED OMLV AS THE EQUAL 0' 
THOlE WHO A~E SO rAft 'NF'EftIO~ TO HIM ,N V'ftTUE AND 'OLITI· 
CA~ CA'ACITY. SUCH A ONE MAY TftULV aE DEEMED A Qoo AMONa 
MEM. "EMOE WE a'E THAT LE.'S~ATIOM IS NECESSAR'LY CON-
CERNED ONLY W' TH THOSE WHO AftE EQUAL I N II ~TH AND IN 
6'OLITtOl, VI, 2, 1317129"" 
~ , 
7A ·~O""TV" I. THE 'O"M 0" 10VERNMENT IN WHICH THE ENTI~E 
'O'ULACE ~UL'I ,.OR THI COMMON 100D. 
~OL'TICl. 1'1, 16, 1281A1,F' 
C.PAOI TY; ANO' 'tHAT ,ott IIIEN 0' PR~'" HINT vunUE TH'R' .1 
NO LAW-"THEY ARE THeMSELVES A LA •• 9 
IN oftln:,. TJ' OONTRAST THI • DCA", IoVEftNMCHl' DUtreT'D BY THI 
RT1''''lITAT!"'~A" WI TH AO"UAL MONAftCH'Ia, ARIITOT .. I APPDtOI A IHOitT 
O'I.UftTtON 0,. .T TO .UI·ANAl.VliU 8 0" THI P'OULIAR ANOMALIES or 
ACTUAL MONAROH I is. • THERE •• A '''''TM roflt" or I" NQLV RULE • H WtU ON 
... 
HI HAS T"I O .... O'AI. 0" ALL, "VIT AS EACH NATION OR 'ACH STATL HAl 
THE &11"O'At.. Of' ""'~.U,) "ATTI.US"-T" ... 'O"M COR.I.ONo. NO TO THC 
CONTROL. or A HOUSEHOLD. FOfll_HOU8I:HOt..O MAHACI'''''''. I' THE IU IItGt..v 
RULE 0' A HOM'. 80 K ... a ... , ItV'-1 •• THI HOUSCHOt..O "AH..-'IIENT 0' A 
c.~., Ollt or A NAT'ON, CUt 0,. MAIft' MATIOMl.·lO 
. ,'. 
... 
THI: AIlTI ',..ITAT(.'AM UNL'tCC THE AOTUAL ftULms. ABOUT .110M 
, , 
A'" ,,.ot&..1 HAD IIIN .CA.n"',J' ., ,.. fIlIT 0,. ALL. _RIPAftID IV "ATUltI: 
, ~5 • 
rOil "f' .... '•. ft,.,YfOtM tUM WITH , ... , "'CQUI~IT. MORAL AND .... 
"L",IOTUA ... VI "TUC8.ft, POI.' •• ' •• 8aoI.U,., AU,HOJU TV IT" Tau" 
eUTt .. ,. ,. OUI HI. 'N ""'Tao, AN' OONICQutHTt.V H' .aL.L MOT ., 
"''''TC8 TO TYflANHIIC H •• · .• ueclIOf8 ~. RIIU"'A"". HAltPIN8 I N 'HI OA.' 
. . , . ~ . 
'a ... r:fICTUA", rua"'~b •• ;JptO CANNOT AOeo"''''' 1M 1'HI P""'P08' ,.Oft 
I, ~: :;:" '. ' r..:, ~' .,... ;.!'.; 
WKtOM HI WAI I .. lv_reo"',,. ,"ITHItONI. MI WI a,. .... &tlU THI 'ATH'" 0" 
. .,: 
TN"AII. "V •• , .. .,....1'10'.'1 MOTI V'I 0' .,."01'.ON TO OI"'OT HI' PCO-
.......... LL. THII It IM·DIAVOIt' TOWAft" A HAP .. ' '" L. r1:. •• TH PAT,aMA" 
...... ce'UDI THI Aftf"""'ATISMAN W'LL It"'" W'I'LV AND clUSTLV. SINO 
HATUft' MAS p"IPARla H'" 'OR THI' VOCATION. IT • I THI OUTY 0' T"I 
9,pOlrJ T. ca. I I " 1). 12''''.,,,, 
10£,!.."o,. "', 14, 1215.29"'" 
OOtlMUNITY TO IU8MIT IN EVERY OITAIL TO HI. "UOaMI:NT. THtS ACCI".,... 
He • • , T"I •• v~ .. ''''1.1 0' T"I A .. ' •• ,.....'ATI' ....... lo ... NOT 8' AN UN-
LtAIANT 08"'18ATION,. ,.Oflt HI .,LL 'II~ MOlT 0 ..... OlH1I.;Y THI WELFAR' 
,. H.I PIO .. LE AND tNAIt.1 THIM TO ACHIEVE MOR' IASH.Y AND SURELY 
T"I!" ., •• R'D .OA..... TNt. i. AIU .TO fLl'S lDI .... 10veRNMINT • 
• T WI LL 8,.,,"'III8IRI. THAT ONI ADVANTAGI TO 81 OA' NED BY I H-
STAt.L' .. THC .Rttfl*-'t:ATC'''AH UPONTHI! TMRO"' WAS TO IH8URI: fHI 
ATTA ..... CNT 0' A W'" AItD JUaT IOLlIT.O" TO "OLJ.TICAt. PRO .... ' .. '. 
OW'VIR, 81"CI TH,I'I A ,URILV 'OIAt. CftIATU.'_ 'UeM THIOFt'Z'''' 
AHo"eft NO GUlloT A.O ..... O ... TIOAL A""AUll. Nlv,aTHILCIS, • T 
T"I ART •• ' "ATCSUAH WAS I "OLUD' •• " A'" ITOTLI" 0 ..... 
u ...... 0' POI... TI.OI TO ""VI A' AM t OCAL, AT LIAST ... A ClINIRAI. 
,..,R IX •• T ....... O .... fa OAI. CO ..... tIM. r t". 1 T 'S SU8GEITI0 THERP 
THAT AI" .TOTt.. INTI:N"D THAT H" .MALYI •• 0" THE ARTIIT-
ITATI,.,AN M"~' I' 0' 10M' PJltAOTICAL. VALlIl. FOR T"I P''''IOT AULU, 
.OM HI OIS." •• ", I. '"' PUtlOft'P'leATtoN 0' .lUI' AND ,ltUOCNT 
'1'ATI'IIANIHltt. HI .1 THI 101AL. ""10M ALL eoveRNO .. 1 MU'T .... TATC. 
MATION' AI A .. O", .... OU .... ATT' .. ,. TO eMULATE THI A"'I'T-STATIa-
MAN IV roaM"LAT'''. JUIT LAW' AND CULT.VATlNe WHOLI80MI CUSTOMS • 
.... 1 IT .1 UN.I.NIA .... V TRUI THAT THE ClftlE"ltV 0' 1.'I"N8 NATIONS 
I' CO_O.ID .,. M'N ""0 LA_ THa 1...""" TA\.INT. 0' TMI ART' 'T-
'TATe .... N, NeVe'lTHI .. , •• WITH IAOM auo"'o .... OCNERAT.O" TMIV AC-
"IRI ".W I ... ",.IMOI .... OH ., 1.1.. HC ..... QUI DC THe ... N THC , .. ItOV"'': .. T 
,. THII ..... '.A ... co... 0, COU"8'. THI ftC.PONal.'LI TY ., • NTERPRCT-
IN8 LAW AND A."LY'" IT TO THI UNIQUI ""01t.1"1 OF' DAILY 1..1" WILL 
ITI Lt.. W'I GH M£AVU.Y _ON TMI AD .. I HI ITIl.TOftS OF THC LAWS. THEY Aftl 
NOT INFALLlaLE AND MAV aE QUILTV or Q~AV£ t~~ORS IN ·~UDQMENT. VEi 
" A "EOPLE HAVE CONSISTENTLY ADHERED TO LOFTY IDEALS. THE STATES· 
MEN WHO 9P~INQ FROM THEIR MIDST WILL MAKE EVERV EFFORT TO EMULATE, 
AS .. "tCISELY AS THEIR CAPAa.LITI'S WILL .. tRMIT, THE PRUDENCE AND 
dUSTICE ' .... UTE. TO THE ARTIST-STATES .. AN. SINCE THEV ARE NOT SUI TEE 
TO EXERCISE NOVAL RULE, THEV .. UST IN ALL CASES aE QUIOED av THE' 
,-AWS ANO CUSTO". OF "THE I R .. tOPLE, WH' CH MUST FOR ALL PRAOTI CAL 
".,RIIOSCS at ItEGARDED AS SUPRIME. THESE LAW' AND "OftES AfltE THI 
MOST ACOURATE IXPRESION OF THtMOItALLAW AT THE "AQISTlltATE'. DIS .... 
"OSAL. SINCE THE ARTIST-STATESMAN, IN VIRTUE OF THE 'ACT THAT HE 
IS II"I-EMI NtNTLV P"UDENT AND "UST, • S I NDEED A -goo AMONG· MEN II' ,-HE 
KNOW' MOST PREOISILV AND oaEVS MOST OONSCIENTIOUSLV THE LAW. O~ 
DINARY MAGISTRATES AND LIGISLATORS, THEREFORE, aECAuae THEV ARE· 
CO .... , SSI ONEO TO MAKE ,.RUDENTt AL .UMaENTS IN QONFORMI TY WI Tit -THI 
GENEftAL TENETS or THE OIVIL, AS WELL AS THE "ORAL LAW, MAV IE 
THOUGHT TO lin TATI AS WELL AS THEV AIltE AetiE THE ART. STIIiiOSTATESMAN • 
. 
THE CONIT"UCTION OF THC IDEAL GOVERNMEMT11: IS DITERMINIO IY 
THE DEMANOS 0" JUSTICI. TMI AftTIST-STATESMAN IS THE "ODEL FOIIt ALL 
WHO ASIIUlE ToaE .,UST RULEfitS. VET, IT .a PECULIAft TO NOTE THAT 
TH'8 tN$I$TEN'T ' ..... LOYMENT OF "USTIC'E AS TtlE Cft,Tf'UON IV WHtOM 
HII POLITIOAL INVESTIGATIONS AlltE GUIDED LEADS ARISTOTLE IN ~ •• 
SEAROH ,Oft THE lEST PRACTICABLE 'ORM 0" GOVERNMENT NOT ONLY TO 
GENV ~OY~L R~LE TO EXISTINQ MAG'STRATES, aUT ALSO TO REJECT THE 
MONARCHICAL STRUOTURI 0' Has IDEAL GOVERNMENT. 
~l1T iHOULD at OAREFULLV NOTED THAT THE SUaJECT OF OU~ OIS-
CUSS'ON IS AN lOCAL QOVEftN .. ENT NOT THt lotAL STATE O~ UTO"'A. 
CH4PTEft tv 
AfttSTOT~£ AND JUSTICE IN THE lEST 
'rtACT'CAIL.E FOIlM OF &OVEfltNWENT 
A~TtR CONST~UCT'N8 THE IDEAL QOYERNMENT, ARISTOTLE DESCENDS 
TO A MOftE PRACTICAL LEVEL O~ CONSIDERATION AND SEEKS TO OETERM'NE 
THE TVPE O~ CIVIL aOVERNMENT WHICH WILL ACTUAL LV AOHIEVE THE HI8H-
EST DElftEE O~ PO~tT'CAL JUSTleE. WCLL*REQULATED elYIL GOYERNMENTS. 
A~'STOTLE MENTIONS DURIN. HI. DI'CUSSION OF POLITtCAL FO~MS. ARE 
-
TH~EE • N NUM.EIU 
o~ 'ORMS OF aOVERNMENT IN WHIOH ONE RULES, WE OALL THAT 
~IOH RE.AROS THI COMMON INTERtITS. KINGSHIP OR ROYA~TV; 
THAT 'N Mil OH MOptE THAN ONE, IUT NOT MANV RULE, ARI STOORAOV; 
AND IT I. SO·CALLED EITHER IEOAUSE THE RULERS ARE a£ST MEN' 
Oft BtCAUSE THEV HAVE AT HEA~T THE aE8T tNTERESTS OF THE 
STATE AND Q,F THE 01 Tl %EN8. IUT WHEN THE 01 TllENS AT LARIE 
ADMINISTER THE STATE FOR THE COMMON INTEREST. THE GOVERN-
MENT IS PA.l.LEO IV THE 8ENElUO NAME--. CONSTITUTION.} 
F'U~THI~"O~E .. IN AL.L. EXISTINOOIVIL COMMUNITIES WHERE TME POLIT1 
PAL OAPA.' .... T. IS O~ ALL O' Tt ZENS· ARE BUISTANTI ALLV EQUA .......... AND IT 
S AJltISTOTLE'S CONCLUSION THAT THE "OL.TlCAL .1'L1T1E9 0' THE MEM-
IERS 0' THE STATES WITH WHICH HE 18 FAM .... IAR ARE ON • PAR--" I. 
MP08S'I"£ THAT THE RULER MAY JUSTLY EXERO.SE EITHER DESPOTIC OR 
"OYAL RULI. 2 
lPOLtTfCS, It., 7, 127!A 33rr. AptlSTOTLE ALSO SPEAKS or M'XED 
~ORMSOF GOVERNMENT. 'Us DESCR 'lit" ON or THEM HOWEYER 1 NI)I CATES 
HAT T~EY DJ SPLAY A_ .... ~NDERANCEor THE CHARACTE.U STI CS OF ONE OR 
'HE OTHER or THE SIMPLE FORMS JUST AS THE MIXEI CONST1TUTtON DES-
:RIIEO IY ST. THOMAS IN THE SUMMA THEOLOQ.AE, .-'1, 105, 1, IS 
~SSENTtALLY A MONARCHY. 
2C'" SUPRA, p. 17 
I N CONNEOTI ON W.TM CRt T to' S." OF ABSOL.UTE MONAROHY. ",ta 5Ton.£ E .... 
PHA81 ZED nil BELtEr THAT StNOE OIVIL. SOCIETY IS OOM~OS£D OF ~E~­
SONS WHO ~FtE ~OL.ITtCAL EQUAL.S, JUSTIOE OE~AHDI THAT AL.LO~ THIM 
~L.AV A PART IN THE QOVERNMENT or THt CITV. -FoR UNEQUAL.8 TO HAVE 
AN EQUAL. SHARE O~ rOR EQUALS TO HAVE AN UNEQUAL SHARE IN THI or-
FlOES or THE STATE IS AS lAD A8 rOR DI'FERENT IOOIL.Y CONSTITUTION 
TO HAVE THE lAME rooD AND OLOn .. NQ. lHEREF'"O~(E I TIS THOUGHT TO 
IE JUST THAT AMONG EQUAL.S EVERVONE IE RUL.ED AS WEL.L. A9 RUL.E, AND 
THE .. Ero", TH-';TALL SHOUL.D HAVI THElft TUftN. tf 3 
ALL. [xtSTI N4a MACU STII.,II, THEftErO"', IE THtV MONAROHS, OR 
NOIL.ES IN AN ARISTOORAOY O~ REPRESENTATIVES IN • POLITY, MAY IN 
4USTtOE ExtRCISE ONLV POLtTIOAL RULE. AS A OONSEQUENOE, THE RANG 
or THE'" ~lseAETIONA~V POWERS .8 RATHER CURTAILED, rOR MEN EXE~ 
CISINQ ~OLIT'CAL RULE ARE SUIJECT TO THE LEQAL CODES 0' THEI~ 
~~O~~E. THC REASON THAT THEIR rRI£DOM or JU08MENT IS THUS RE-
STRICTE~ IS tXPL.AIN£O av 1HE YAeT THAT THtY APE NOT AHY WORE RICH 
LV ENDOWED TH~ THEIR FEL.LOW CtTtZENS, "THEV HAVE THE DECISION 
Or eftEAT OAUSES ALTHOUQH THEV ARE QUITE ORDINARY MEN, AND THERE-
rORE SHOULD NOT DETERMINE THtM MERELY ON THEIR OWN JUDIMENT IUT 
ACCORD,NG TO WRITTEN RULES ANO TO THE LAWS. w4 
FOR 1 ... 8 REASON A~ISTOTL.' DECtOES THAT 1N [XISTING OIVIL SOC. 
TIES ITHE RUL.E or L.AW IS PREF'ERA8LE TO THAT OF ONE INOIV'OUAL.wS 
3.8'S., 111,16, 12g7A13'F' 
41!1D •• ", 9, 1270A27'~ 
5tII0., "1, 16, 1287A19" 
.... _.' 
SUCH A ~OSIT'OH VERV O.V'OUSL~ ~ft£SENTI A DI'FICULTV 'Oft 'LAWS 
CAN I~IAK ONLY A IENEftA\. LAN.UA'E~6 IorMAT 'TI DICTAT[S MAY IE 
A~~LI'O T~ A ~AAT'CULAA S'TUAT'ON,~'T IS ESSENTIAL THAT AOMIN!S-
TRATOftS 'NTER~ft'T ITS D'RECT'VES SO AS TO A~~LV THEM INTELLIGENTLY 
TO THE ~RACTICAL PROILE .. S Aft'SING 'N THE DAILV ADM.NISTAATtONO' 
GOVERNMENTS. YET. 'T MUST IE E"HASI ZED THAT THE AO'M' N' STRATORS 
SHOULD IE MADE ONLY QUARD'ANS AND .. 'NI,TERS 0' THE LAW. 1 7 Now, " 
""STICE'S TO IE OIT.I .. EO IN EXIST'N. SOCIETV, IT'S PREC.SEL" IN 
THE 'UNCTIONI 0' L, •• SLATINI AND ADMINISTERINI THE LAW THAT NATION 
AND THE'ft RULERI MUIT EMULATE THE AftTIST-STATESMAN. ONLY IV IT"I 
. 1~ 
• _?'O REAL' ZE AI ItEft'EOTLV AS I I r'AS.ILE THE WOftK OF THI S 1 DEAL, 
CAN THIV A~Pft·OACH MOAE O",OSELV TO THE QOOO LI'E, 
ALL EXISTING ITAT£SMEN, THEAEFOftE, AItE IUldECT TO THE LAWS OF 
THEIf' .. ' ... LI.' ICCAUSE THERE • I NO RADI CAL oa 'FERENCE alTWEEN THE 
RULEft. AND 8UI.lEOTS I N THE NATI ONI 0' THE WOltt .. D, AOMI NI STRATORS 
MAV R'QHTrU~L' EXERCISE ONLY POLITICAL RULE, OISERVANCE O'TH,I 
NORM IUARANTEE' ftE'PEOT FOR THE "OLITIOA~ Ltl'RTIEI or ALL CITI-
ZENS AND INSURES SATII'AC"ON 0' THE DEMANDS 0' .lUSTICf. Iv WAY 
or lUUMATION AR'STOTLE STATfS, 'THE AR"TRAft' RULE OF A 80VEREIGN 
... 
OVER ALL OITIZENI IN A CITV WHICH CONSISTS 0' EQUALI IS THOUGHT IV 
SOME TO • QUITI OONTRARV TO NATURE; IT I. ARQUfD THAT THOSE WHO 
ARE IV NATURE EQUALS MUIT HAVE THI lAME NATURAL R'GHT AND WORTH."8 
• 
6'1 ••• , 'It, 15. 12861.20" 
71 I' D. , "'. (Ox,Oii; 19"6). It. 
loR' STATEIMAN MUIT 
ttOLI T' 01. • I I , 
~~~_'ARKE~. POL'TIC8 0' ARISTOTL 
STOTLE INSISTS-rHI OROIN-
~~ AND CUSTOM. 
IT .48 INEVITAILE THAT Aft.STOTLE's ATTITUDE TOWA". EXISTINI 
MONAftCHIES WOULO IE INFLUENCED .Y Hla HAIIT OF INIISTINO THAT rvr .. 
MAN .f! A$S1 ONED THI ROLE 'OR WHI CH NATURE HAS P"E,.ARED HI M. I T I • 
.... O.A.LY '0" THIS REASON THAT HE IS LED TO THE CONCLUSION THAT 
AOTUAL GOV'''NM!NTS CAN IE JUST ONLY I' THI INOUMIENT IE THE WISEST 
ANO MOST JUST ANONG THE CITI ZENS. IT IS NOT SU'FIO'ENT THAT HE IE 
A 0000 MAN. I, ONE PE .. 80N .1 TO IE ENT~U8TEO W.TH SU"~EME AUTHO~-
'TY wtTHIN THE COMMUNITY. WH'OH. TO ~E"EAT, WOULD .E ONLY POLITIOA I 
HE MUST lU~PASS IN VIRTUE AND W.IOOM HIS "LLOW OIT.ZENS. THIS IS 
T~UEO' ALL EXISTING KIN •• EVEN THOUGH THEY POSSESS ONLY POLITIOAL 
AUTHOftlTYI 
" HE IE THI LAW'UL SOVE~CI.N wrtO DOES NOTHrNa A~I'T"A~ILY 
O~ OONT~A~Y TO LAW, ST'LL HE MUST HAVE SOME 'ORCE WHEftEWITH 
TO MAI~TA'N THE LAW. tN THI OASE '0' LIMITED MONAftOHY THERE 
I. NOT MUCH O,,,,.CULTY IN ANSwr~ING THIS QUESTION; THE KINa 
MUST HAve SUCH 'O~CI A$ WILL II MO~E THAN A MATCH 'OR ONE 
O~ MO~E INDIVIDUALS IUT HOT SO G~EAT AS THAT 0' THE PEO'L£.9 
ALTHouaH THI ACTUAL MONA~CH'S AUTHO~ITY IS THUS RI8T"'OT£O, 
HIS ~ULE WILL NOT IE JUST UNLES' HE Excrt..S HI8 8UIO~OINATES. "NOW 
TO JUDIE AT LEAST ~ROM WHAT HAS I'EN 8AID, IT IS MANI"ST THAT 
WHE~E MEN A~E ALIKE AND EQUAL, IT 18 NEITHER EX .. EOIENT NO~ dUST 
THAT ONI MAN SHOUt... IE LOAD O~ ALL, WHETHER THEftl A~E LAWS Oft 
WHITHlft THEft' AftE NO LAWS, .UT HE HIMSE~" II IN THE PLAOE O~ THE 
LAW. NrtTHEft SHOULD A 1000 MAN IE LO'" DV£~ QOOD ~EN. NOR A lAD 
MAN OVE .. IAo."10 
91 ••••• ",, 15. 1286A7" 
10~ "I, ~7, 1287'~". w. F. HEWMAN, POLITICS!! A~I'TOT 
(Ox'o .... l'02), VO .... II. P. 285 •• 'UTIS,'IT IS NOT HIS (A'USTOTLE 
ILIIEAATE VIIW THAT KIN.SH, .. DI"E~S '~OM AftISTOC~ACY IN I"NG 
THE ftUL' Of ONE .000 MAH. WHILe A~ISTOC~ACY IS THE ~ULE 0' aEVE~AL. 
He ~UE KINO IS ONI WHO SUA .. AsaEI IN VI~TUE ANI "OLIT'CAL CAPACITY 
II 
TH' IU .. t.U ORt ,v DE"ANDED 0" THC MONARCH WHOSE AUTHOR I TV I.RE-
"'S'R.ctE •• Y THI LAWS 0,. HIS PEO ..... £ •• S NOT SO RADICAL A& THAT IE 
LONGINe TO THE ARTIST-STAT'IMAN. ", DOES NOT I)cEflOtSE ROVAL 'U.ILI 
AND THC ·T"ANSCINDENT IKU.LS WHIOH M'R' T ReVAL AUTHOR I TV ARE NOT 
GEMAMDED 0" HI M. "E MuaT ·.E p"rIM' NENT eNLV .Y OOM.AR.80N TO HI8 
9U."'CT8. 
ARt STGTL', THEN. "EQA".I AS IM,P,.O .. IR AND UNJUST Nor ON!..V A.-
SOt-UTI: "ONARCH.£8 IUT EVEN THose ,N WHICH THE K.NG'S PGW'" :& DE-
,INEO .V LAW." HIS ~CL'T'CA'" A ...... TI18 AR' NCT SU"'''ICR TO. THCSE 
0." HI. SU.O"O' NATtS. SUCN A ItU ... IR THOUIH .JUST ANO DEVOTED TO H.S 
.. re ..... £ IS NO'. IN .R'STOTLE'S 18TIMATlON, A KING IN THI IT"IOTI8T 
SENOI 0" THE T'''M • 
• 1t'STeTt.' Q. VIS A '.U"THI" H' NT THAT SU""EM! AUTHOIU TV SHOULD 
1£ •• VIN ONLY TO THAT 01 TI ZEN WH08E OA .. AI'L' TI18 IXOII. THG81 0." 
HIS 'ELLGWI, I N THE 'UMMATI ON 0." HIS DI 80UII. GN 0,. RIAL MONAROH. E9 
,.,. WGULD NGT 81 RI'"TTo. KI LL. OR G8T"A~1 Zl~ Oft IXU.1 8UCH 
A "I"SON OftftEQU.'" THAT HI SHGULD TAKE H.8 TURN IN I"NG 
GGVERNED. THC WHOL.E IS NATURALLY lUltERIOR TO THE "ART, 
ANa HI WHO HAS TH'8 PRleUtNINCI .1 IN THC RILaTION 0" A 
WHGL.' TO. .. ART. 'VT.,. SO THI ONLY AI.. TIRNA Tt VI • 8 THAT HE 
SHOUL.D HAVE THe ,..".REM' ~O"R. AND THAT MANK. NO SHOULD 
o.n H .... NGT IN T"fIlN aUT ALWAYS. TMESE AfilE THE CON-
CLUSIONI AT WHICH WI ARRIVE fIlISPEC'ING fIlOYALTV AND ITI 
VARIGUS 'ORUS AND THIS 'S THE AN.S.'" TO THC QUESTION 
WHITHIR tT 18 GR I. NOT ADVANTAe,oUI TO STATIS AND TO 
WHICH AND How.11 
ftGYALTICI, IT A .... £A"., SHOULD .E EITA'LISHID GNLY WHIM A MAN 
or .. "II".NENT VI.TUI I. ,.GUND. OTW'ftWISI. TH.8 'ORY 0" GOVERNMENT 
'S NOT AOVANTAcalOUS TO A STATE. ON THE lAS.' or THI. CONOLUSION 
.R.ITOTL.I DIC' DEI, 'I\OVAL Tt 18 DO NGT NOW COWl INTO E,,, 8TINCI. 
11,., •• , II •• 17. 12881425'" 
WHEA£ SUCH 'OAU8 0' GOVERNMENT NOW AR'I' THEV ARE AATHER MONARCH- . 
I [S OR TVAANNI tl. 'OR THE RULE 0' A 1<1 He II ONE OVER VOLUNTARY 
SUaJEOT8,'" AND HI: • e SUIt"E"! • N ALL • _ORTANT MATTrAI, aUT. N OUR 
DAV MENAA! MORE UPON AN EQUALITV AND ONE .e NOT SO IMMIASURABLY 
S~E~IO~ TO OTH£R8 AS TO REPRES[~~ ADEQUATELY THE GREATNESS 0' 
THE 0'" CI." 12 
AOTUAL MONAROHS, EVEN TH081 WHO ARE av HUMAN STANOMtOS [xorlt"" 
IONALLY PflIU'EN1f AND ~'U.HT,' ARE NOT, IN AIIItISTOTLE"S ESTIMATION, 
.,UST."lle IN AS.UMeNe A POSITION 0' SlIPREMI AUTHOR.TY. HE DO£S 
NOT aEL. EVE ANY ., HQLE MAN, ALTHOUGH HE (XERC.8E OMLY POLl Tf OAL 
RULE, MAY .OVEAN MEN WHOSE INluvtOVAL C"PAIILITtES ARE, 00N81DERED 
AS A WHOLI, EQUAL TO H.8 OWN. 
IN TMI "'NAL ANALya.s AFtISTOTLE DECIDE.: 
.', ., OA'-L THI RULlO .. MANY MEN. WHO ARI ALL 0' THZ" caooo, 
A.u 'TOOftACY, AND THE RULI: 0' ONE MAN, ROYALTY, THEN ARI'-
TOCRACY WILL IE lETTER 'OR SfATE8 'FHAN ROVI". TV, WHETHER 
TH' GOVERNMENT 18 SU~.QRTEO 11' FORCE OR NOT, PROVIDED 
ONLY THAT A NUMIER ., MIN EQUAL IN VIRT'-4E CAN IE ,.OUNI. 
TH' ,.tRST GOVERNMENTS WERE KING8HI •• PROIAILV 'OR THI. 
RIASOM,. IECAUSI 0,. O&'O WHIN CITIES W£RI SMALL MEN 0' 
rUININT VIRTUE WIRE F'W. FURTHER, THEY WERE MADE KINGS 
IICAUSI THEY WIRE IENr'ACTOR8, AND IENE'ITI CAN ONLY aE 
1'8TOWIO IV eooe MIN. IVf WHIN MANY -ERSONS EQUAL IN 
12'1, •• , V, 10, 1313A13". ACCORD'NG TO E. WALLAOE, p. 115, 
ARIITOTLI IILlrVED MONAROHY WAS speCULATIVELV OONS'OEREO THE 
aEST FORM 0' GOVERNMENT AN. THAT THI AISENCE OF THE PER'ECT MAN 
MAKE' IT PRACTICALLY UNDISIRA'LE. MAARV V. JA"EE, THOMIIM AND 
ARISTOTL'AN"., (CHICAGO, 1952), p. 18), SUGaESTS THAT ARISTOTL' 
OFTEN OU~'HQ HI. DI8CU8810N OF ETHICS AND POLITICS ARGUES THAT 
THE ATTIMPT TO REALIZI AN 10£AL MAV ACTUALLY PRODUCE GREAT HARM 
IN A PRAOTICAL .,TUATION AND 'OR THAT REASON WEN SHOULD CON"NE 
THEI R ,,.,.OltT8 TO WHAT • S PRACTI CALLY POI8.ILI. 
MERIT AROSE. NO LONQE~ ENOU~INQ THE P~E-£M'NENC[ 0' ONE. 
THEY DESI~ED TO HAVE A COMMONWEALTH. AND SET U~ A OO~ 
S'ITUTION~l) 
THU8~k'8TOTLE 'INDS HtM.'~' COM~EL~ED TO CISOARD MONARCHICAL 
HE IM~OSES U~OH A ~USTMONA~CH ~R[ EXOESSIVELY RIGOROUS--ANO COME. 
TO THE OONOLUSION THAT AtU STOCRACY II THE IE8T ~RACTI CAlLE rORM 
or GOVERNMENT: 
THE OISTRIIUTION or 0"10£ ACCORDING TO MERIT 18 A SPECIAL 
CHARACTERISTIC 0' ARISToonACV. 'OR THE ~R'NCIPLE 0' AN 
AFUSTOORACY 18 VIRTUE, A8 WE,LTH 'S 0' AN OLIGARCHY AND 
'''EEDOM 0' A OEMOCRACY. IN ALL 0' THEM THERE. 0' COURSE, 
EXI eTS THE ft. GHT 0' THE MAJO'" TY AND WHA1t£VEft SEEMS QOOD 
TO THE MA~OftITY 0' THOSE WHO 8HARE IN THE GOVERNMENT HAS 
AUTH~R'TY. Now IN MOST $TATIS THE rORM CALLED POLITY 
IX'STS,rOft THE 'UStON QOEI NO rUftTHER THAN THE ATTEM~T 
_TO UNa TE THErREEDOM 0' \ THE ~OOR ANO THE weALTH 0' THE AIOH 
WHO COMMONLY TAKE THI PLACE or THE NOlLE. IUT AS THERE ARE 
tHRt' QftOUND' ON WtttCH M'N OLA,M AN EQUAL ""ARE aN THE 
GOVrRNMEN,..."U;C:OO .. , WEAL TM, AND VI RTUE ('OJilt. 'H, rOURTH OR 
GOOO.t.UH I. THE "CSULT 0' TNE LAST TWO aElttGONLY AN-' 
Ol'NT WEALTH AND V'RTUE~-IT t. CLEAR TMAT THE ADM'XTURE 
0' TH' TWO ELEMENTS, THAT I. TO SAY, 0' THE RICH AND POOR, 
IS TO IE CALLEO A POLITV OR CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENt. 
AND THE UNtON OF THE TH"t' I. TO IE OALLED ARISTOCRAOY OR 
THE ClOVERN .. 'NT or THE I'ST. 4NO MORE THAN ANY GTM"EIit '0'''' 
0' caOVEftNMttW' EXCEltTTHE TftUE'ANO IDEAL, HAS A R.GHT T~ 
',"'s NAM,.14 
AIU STOCRACY AND ftOL. Tv 10TH ACH' EVE A HI GMER DEQREE 0' POLl n-
CAt.. "U.TICE THAN MONARCHY I'CAUSE THEY DE'END THE L •• ERTY OF" ALL. 
OlTIlENS ANe PERMIT THEM TO PARTICIPATE IN THEIR GOVERNMENT. 
4PlISTOC~ACV, HOWEVER, .8 TO I' PR"ERRED "OAUSE IT POSSESSES THE 
ADDEO AOVANTAGE 0' DIRECTING ITS ~"ORTS IN A SPEC'AL WAY TOWARD 
THE AOHleVEMENT 0' VIRTue. FOR IT IS OHARACTER'ITIO 0' THE MORE 
lJeO\IT!08, t", 1; 1286.", 'E~AM'N ~OWETT. PO~ITIC8!! 
A.U STorLe. VOL. 1.1, p. 14.1, EXPLA' NI THAT AR I STon.1: OH08£ ARI S-
TOCRAOY AS THEI'E" ... ACTI CA .... ' 'ORM 0' GOVERNMENT IECAUSE 0,. THE 
HIOH D.OftE' ~, $QU~LITV IT AOHIEVES. 
14' I' D.. I~i. 8. 1294A'" 
NOBLE MEWIERS OF THE COMMUNITY TO SEEK MORAL EXOELLENOE. 
IT MAY WEL~ Sf THAT ARISTOTLE'S ~RE'ERENCE FOR ARISTOCRAOY MAY 
HAVE I££N~PROMPTIO ay THE ATTITUDE INHERITED 'ROY EARLIER GREEK 
~OETS ~NO PHILOSOPHYERS-~PtNOAR ANO PLATO, FOR EXAM~Lr-- TOWARD 
THE CIVIL COMMUNITY AND THE ANCieNT ARISTOC~ACY. THE POLIS WAS A 
SMALL OLOSr.L~KNIT SOOIETY GOVERNED BY A TRADITIONALLY POWERFUL 
ARISTOCRACY. PERHA~S THE REASON FOR THIS REVERENT ATTITUDE WAS 
THE LOFTV ETHICAL STANDARDS, COMPA~A8L£ TO THE CHIVALRIC CODE 
HONORED IN THEORY AT LEAST BV THE GREEK ARISTOCRAOTS. 'T IS NOT 
UNLlkELV THAT ARISTOTLE LikE HIS PREDECESSORS DREAMED OF' RESTOR-
ING THE O~D WAys.15 
I, IT IS TRUE, AND IT OERTA'~LY APPEARS TO ~E, THAT A MAN'S 
ATTITUDES ARE INEVITABLV IN'LUENCED BY THE SOCIO-POLITICAL MILIEU 
'N WHICH HE Llvrs, IT IS NOT SURP~tIINQ THAT iT. THOMAS' APPROACH 
TO ~OLITIOAL PHILOSOPHY SMOULD OIFF'R SLIGHTLY rROM THAT OF' 
"flU ITOTI..£. Ou." NQ THE MIOOL[ ACItS THE 01 VI 6" VE I NOlo. I NAT' 0"'. or TH 
NOILES PREVENTED THEY FROM PROVIDINQ THE LAW AND HARMONY NEEOED ro 
SOCIAL DEVEt,e .. MrNT. AS A MATTER or FACT, OONOITION$ WERr SOMEWHAT 
ANAROHICAL THROUGHOUT THE aREATER PO.fION or EUROPI. ONLY ON 
'EUDAL ESTATES WAS THERE ANY SEMBLANCE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT. IT MAY 
15ft. 'ft. C.DAVt. IN THr INTRODUOTION TO JOWETT'S TRANSLATION 
0' THt POLITIOS 0' AftISTOlk' (OXFORO, 1931), I. J, CONTENDS THAT 
ARtSToTLt'a SYMPATHIES WERE WITK THt SMALL OITV-STATES or THE 
PAST RATMER THAN THE £XTENStV£ rMPIRES THAT WERE AT THAT TIME 
ARtStNG. felTH HAMILTON, THE gRI~K 'loY TO WESTERN CIV'~.ZAT'ON, 
(NEW YOR~. 1953), _. 1~7. MiTNT" •• rHAT"INOAR AND PLATO, AS WELL 
A8 ARIITOTI..E, KO~ItO TO SAvr THE GREEIC flAY OF LI'E ay REVIVING 
THISr: ANCIENT totALS. 
IwELL aE THAT O'''''ERENCE. IETWEEN THE .OLITtOAL C:ON",QURATtON8 0' 
T .... E" "OURT" CENTURY 8£"OR£ CHRt IT AND OF' THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY 
~.D .. EXPLIrt N. AT LEAST t N PART. THC D. SAQREEMENTS BETWEEN THESE 
~EN.16 
16'oR AN INTEIII8T,NG OI,ICU81.0N 0,. THI 00NOITION8 IN THE 
.'IOLI AGES SIt W. S. DAV' a, A11:.i~..! ,WI.' tV,A!: 1A"I!r., q.£W YORK, 
923}, 1. llWl,.,.. 0,. ALSO I. Jiii'i(s, A.A~. POL. T. 01 .!.!i .m! MI DOLE 
GES, (Nr. YORK, 1907>. p. CI, AND RANICRIPTS ,.ROM OfltIQINA~ 
aUROES 0" EUfltOP£AN "'8TOIltY, (PHILADELPHIA, 189"!J:-OHAP.3, p. 2. 
+-..,;;..;.;,.;;;,,;;;;.;;, -- ----- ........................ 
CHAPTER V 
ST. THOMAS AND THE EFFICIENCY 0' "OYAL flULE 
A~'STOTLE, AS WE HAVE SEEN, FOUND IN A STUDY OF NATURAL FORMI 
OF OOMINION THE 8A81C PRINCIPLES WHIOH GUIDED HIS POLITICAL IN-
VESTIGATIONS. AN ANALVIIS OF THE VARIOUS TVPES OF AUTHORITY RE-
VEALED TO HIM THE CONDITIONI WHICH ~USTIFV THE EXERCISE OF THE 
VARIOUS TY .. ES OF RULE. ST. THOMAS ALSO BELIEVED AN EXAMINATION OF 
THE S .. EOtES OF RULE 'OON. IN NATU~E WOULD .. ROVIOE THE M08T SUlr-
ABLE FOUNDATION FOR HIS POLITICAL .... L080 .. HY. NE, LIKE ARISTOTLE, 
BELIEVED THERE II A HIERAROHY IN HUMAN SOOIETY AND THAT LESS GIFT-
t, MEN SHOULD 8E GOVE"NIO 8Y THEIR IU~ER'ORS IN OltOE" THAT THE 
GREATESTIENE,. T MAY AOORUE TO HUMAN 100. ETY. THESE OONSIO£RATlONf! 
LEO HIM TO OONOLUDE: 
A MAN 18 THE MASTER OF A FREE "E~SON 8Y DIRECTING H.M 
EtTHE~ TOWARDS HIS PROPER WELFARE OR TO THE COMMON aooo. 
SUOH A MASTERSHIP WOULD HAVE EXISTED IN THE STATE OF 
INNOOENOE SETWEEN MAN AND MAN FOR TWO REASONS; "RST. 
BECAUSE MAN IS NATURALLY A SOCIAL IEING. AND SO IN THE 
ITATE OF INNOCENOE HE WOULD HAVE LEO A SOCIAL LIFE. 
No. A SOOIAL LIFE OANNOT EXiST AMONG A NUMBER OF prO"Lr 
UNLESS UNDER THE GOVERNANOE OF ONE TO LOOK AFTER THE 
COMMON GOOD; FOR MANV. AS SUCH, IEEKI MANY THINGS, WHERE-
AS ONE TENDS ONLV TO ONE. HENCE, THE PHILOSOPH" SAYI 
IN THE aEG'NN.NG OF THE POb'TIQS THAT WHE~EVER MANY 
THINGS ARE DIRECTED TO ONE, WE SHALL ALWAYS F'ND ONE AT 
THE HEAD 0lREOTIN8 THEM. SEOONDLY, IF ONE MAN SURPASS 
ANOTHER IN KNOWLEDGE AND ~UST'OE. THIS WOULD NOT HAVE 
IEEN FITTING UNLESS THESE GIFTS OONDUOED TO THE BENIFIT 
0' OTHE" •• l 
11. I.!. I. 96, 4. ! . .Q. • .!., 111,1, AND!.!., 11-11,104,1, ALSO CONTAIN STATE-
MINTS 0' ST. THOMAS' aELIE' .N THE HIERARCHY 0' NATURE. 0' DINO 
:IIONGIAR., .It!! POLITIOAL 'OEAS.2! ST. THOMAS, (NEW 'fORK, 1953) 
• xt I • 
TH.S HIERARCHV .'THIN HUWAN SOC'ETV, TH£ft£'OR£, .8 ESTABLISHED 
SO THAT MORE GfrTEO MIN MAY SEftV! THElft rELLOWS IV ATTENDING TO 
TH£I lit WEL".ARE 10TH A8 "'.0' VI OUA"'S AND A9 A QROU~. THE R •• HT AND 
DUTY TO RU"'E "'-LONGS TO THAT MAN WHOM NATURE HAS GirTED W.TH THE 
TALENTS REQU.REO TO ~[ft,.OftM GOVERNMENTAL rUNCTIONS WITH THE QREAT-
E9T SUOOESS. 'T .HOULD 'UlltTHER IE NOTED THAT ST. THOMAS AelltE£S 
WI TH Aft' 8TOTL£ AND 01 ST' N(lUI SHES ItTWEEN THE .. EftSONS rOUND IN THI S 
SOALE or IttNG ON TH£ lAStS 0' MORAL AND tlHTELLEOTU" ... SUJt'R'ORITY. 
THE TVPES or AUTHORITY OR THE CORRtSPONDING MODES 0' SUBORDIN-
ATtON MAY It DIVlOED INTO TWO CLASSES. ·SUld£OT.ON 1$ TworOLD. 
ONE IS aE .. V .... ' IY VIRTUE 0' WHIOH A Stl~ERIOR MAKES USE 0' A SUI-
.,EOT FOR HIS OWN IENE'IT; AND THIS K'NO 0' SUBJECTION IEIAN ArT[R 
SIN. THEft, 18 ANOTHEft KINO or SUIJEOT'ON WHICH IS CALLEO ECONOMIC 
Oft 01 vn., WH'''EIV THE SUf'IftlOR MAKES USE or HI S SU • .,EOTS 'OR THEH' 
OWN 8ENE,IT AND GOoe; AND THI8 KIN' or SU8dECTION EXISTEO E~tN 1'-
rORE 8IN.,,2 
A aUIJECT MAY, TH£~"O~Et IE GOV£RNEC PR'MARI~Y rOA HIS QWN 
'ENEr., OR 'OR THAT 0' THE GOVERNOR. THE ~ATTrR ARISTOTLE eA~L' 
HERILI Ollt DEtUtOTtO AULE AND tTl CORIU&.ATIVE IS ST. THOM~St SE'tvILE 
IUIJEOTION. THIS s .. EeIES OF' AULE, or CO"", II INOO"f'AT'ILE WITH 
ctVIL SOCIETV 8INO£ ITS GOVERNOR'S PRI~A"Y OUTY IS TO 01llt£e1 A 
'IIItE'MAN 'E.THEIIl TOWARDS HI S Pfto .. ,,, WELrARE OR TO THE COMMON GOOD". 
~ 
THE 8f11ECIES 0' IUI.,EOT'ON WHIOM ST. THOMAS OA ... LS "OONOM.O Oft 
CIVIL' 'S THE COUNTEltfllART OF' ARISTOTLE" "OI...TIOAL RULE. 
WHEN OOMMENTING ON THE DISTINCTION IETWEEN THE VARIOUS TVPES 
or ItULt H~ 1MIt O .. INI HG "AltA9RAPHS OF' THE eo!:, TI os ST. THOMAS Q I VES 
BRIEF SKETCH or ROYAL ftULE, THE LAST 0' THE THftEE ENUMEftATED 8Y 
MIl STOTLE. "WHEN ANYONE I I PftEEMllliENT ABSOLUTELY AND I N EVERY ftE-
SPECT IT IS ClLLEO ROVAL ftULE. WHEN HE ASSUMES AUTHORITY BY TUfitN 
ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLES 0' THIS DISCIPLINE, HE IS PLAOED THIRE 
ACCORDING TO THE LAWS IMPOSED THROUGH POLITICAL SCIENCE. THIS I. 
,OLITICAL RULI."' 
~AiER ST. THOMAS MAKES A MORE PRECISE D.8TINCTION BETWEEN 
THESE TWO TYPIS 0' RULE: 
POR THE HUSBAND ftULES HIS WIFE, THE rATHtR HI8 SONI. NOT 
INDEED AS SLAVE. aUT A8 ,REE PERSONS. IN THI8 ftESPECT 
THESE TWO TYPES 0" RULE 01 ,.FER "ftOM THE DESPOTI C. SECONDLV, 
THESE TVPE' AftE NOT THE SAMI. THE HUSBAND GOVERNS HI' 
WI"E •• TH POLl Tt CA'" ftULE, "Oft HE EXERCI S£8 THE RULE 81M-
ILAft TO THAT 0" ONE WHO IS CHOSEN rOR O,FICE IN A CIVIL 
COMMUNITY. IUT THI 'ATHER 0lRIOT8 HIS SONS WITH ROVA", 
RU ... E. THIS.8 TRUE BECAUSE THI 'ATHER HAS 'ULL AUTHORITV 
OVER HI8 SONS AS THE KING IN AN ABSOLUTE MONARCHr. IUT THE 
HUSIAND HAS NOT ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY OVER HI' WI'E IN ALL 
MATT4RS BUT ONLY IN THOSE A"AIRS ESTA8LISHED 8Y MAR'TAL 
LAW. 
3.l!! "'.aROS PO"" TICORUM AR. STiTILI S ExPo" TIO, I, 1, 15 
QUANDO ENI M 'It., HOMO PRAEIST SI .... 1.1 el TE" IT SECUNOVM OMN·I A. 
DICITU" REI,MEN RIGALE. QUANDO VERO S£CUND~M "AT'ONIM TALIS 
ICIENTIAI IN ~ftTI PRAIIIDIT, 10EST SEOUNOUM LEGIS POSITAS PER 
DISC.PLINAM POL.TIOAM, 1ST "E.'MIN PO .... T.OVM. 
41H "'''01 POLITlOOR.., .. AR.ITOTIL.I EXPOIIT'" I, 10, 152 
VI R EN.M IIIIRI Ne. PATU" MULIIRI IT PATER ,.1 I..... NON QUI DIU ,SI OUT 
"!ltVII, SID .ICUT LIBE"'S: IN QUO Ol"lftUNT HI DUO PRINOlltATUa A 
'RtNOIPAtU OESPOTICO. SECUNDUM EST QUOD H' DUO PRINCIPATve NON 
8UNT UNlu8MOOlj S£O VIR PRINCIPATUR MULIER. POLln'OO' PRINCIPATU, 
IDEST IIOUT A,,-,eQUII QUI ELI81TUR IN RECTOREM CIVITATa PRAIEST: 
liD IItATIR PRAIEST ,.. LI I a REIALI PRe NC.'ATU; IT HOO 1010 QUI A PATEft 
HAIET '~INARIAM 1III0TI8TAT£,. SUPEft ',LIoa, SIOUT ET REX IN "EGNO' 
lED VIR NON HAstT PLENARIAM POTESTATEM IUIt'" UXORrM QUANTUM AD 
OMNIA, SED SEOUNDUM QUOD EXIGET LEx MATRIMONII. 
M. OEMONGIOT COMMINT' ON ST. THOMAa~ DI"INCTION BETWEEN ROVAL 
AND POLl TI CA", RU'LII N HI I J..i MI'LLEVR fltEaU.E, '01... TI QUE SItLON~ !!. 
THOMAS, (PAR.I, 1928), P. 1f.I", i'E MCOIMI EST' OVAL QUANO CEL I 
~UI ~MMANO! A ... , POVVOIR A'SO~U. II.. EIT POLlf"QUE QUAND SON 
'OUVO'R 1ST LIMITi PAR OI"TAINES LOIS DE LA OIT.- C'ALlo V. 
II MON, P. ",., 
,; , .. / 
- - liU 
ST. THOMAS' ANALYSI. 0' THE NATUR£ 0' THESE TV_C' 0' AU?MO tTV 
IS IN ~ER'ECT AGREEMENT •• TH THE MtNO OF ARISTOTLE. THE EISENCE 
OF' RQYAL ~ULE 00.8 CON8tST IN THE POWER TO IMPLOY A.SOLUTE AND UH* 
REST'" OTED AUTHOR I TV. 'URTHERMORE PO .... T' CA.'- AUTHORI TY I I L' tAl T£D 
IV LAWS AND MORES. YET ST. THOMAS DOEI NOT IEEM TO EM~HAS'Z~ THE 
PUfIt~OSE FOR WHICH a.,STOTLEMADE H'I ANALVSIS 0' THE DI"E"£NT 
SPEOIEI 0' AUTHORITY. THE 'ACT THAT THE 'ATHER EXERCISES ROYAL 
RULE II CRUE, IUT THAT TELLS ONLY HAL' THE STORY. ARISTOTLE'S 
PURPOI' .~S TO 8HOW THAT HE ALONE WAI ~USTIF'tED aN DOtNQ so. LIKr 
WISE, IT'S TRUE THAT THE HUSBAND EXERCISES POLl TtCAL RULE eVER 
H'. WIFE BECAUSE HE MUST ALLOW HIMSELF TO IE QUIOED IV THE LAWI 0' 
MARRIAGE. AR,STOTLE. A8 WE HAVE SEEN, W'SHED AL80 TO MAKE THE 
'URTHIR ~OINT THAT TH'S I. THE ONLY TY~E 0' RULE WHICH HE MAY, IN 
HI.8 ROL£ AS HUSSANO, JUSTLV EXERCISE. I' HE WE~E TO RU~£ HIS WI'E 
W.' TH ";'.)YAL AUTHOIU TY HE WOULD aE aUI LTY 0' A GR088 I NJUSTa CE. 'N 
THE 'IRST INSTANOE, HE POISESSEI THE OEQREE 0' SUPER.ORITV REQUIR-
ED TO JUSTI'V ITI EMPLOVMENT; THII IS HOT TRUE 0' HIS RELATIONSHI 
•• TH HI8 WIFE. 
IT. THOMAI, WHILE HE REOO_N"I. THE ISSENTIAL CHARACTER OF 
EAOH G~ THES~ TY~E8 0' RULE AND DESCRISES THEM QU.TE ACCURATELY IN 
TERM. 0, THE GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE WITHIN WHIOH THEY O~IRATE, DOE 
NOT IEEM TO aE AI OONCERNED AS II ARIITO TLE THROUGHOUT THE POLtT' 
W'TH THE QUEST.ON 0' ASCERTAIN.NI THI CONOITION8 UNDER WH'CH EACH 
WILL ACHIEVE THI H'GHI8T DEGREE 0' ~OL'T'OAL ~USTICI. THERE ARE, 
IT .ITRUI, IND'CATIONI IN HIS OOMMENTARY ON THE POLITIC~ THAT THE 
HGELIC DoCTOR HAD ADOPTED ARISTOTLE'S PREOCCUPATION WITH THIS 
OAL. HOWEVER, IT 18 SUGGESTED THAT HIS OTHER POLITICAL WRITINGS 
EMPHASIZE ANOTHEA CONCEPT. 
IT .• I NOT OONTENOED THAT ST. THOMAI WAS • NO' ""'RENT TO THI: D'-
MANOS or 4U9TIOE. HE INStJTS THAT THE MAN BORN TO EXERCISE DOMIN-
ION MUIT NEOESSAR'LY .E ~UST. FURTHERMORE, THE PEACE WHIOH HE BE· 
1.1 EVES I S ONE OF TH.£ PRI MAR·Y GOALS OF' 01 VI I. RUL£RS I S A WORf( 0" 
~UST.o£.5 'HE POINT 'S THAT ST. THOMAS EMPHASIZES AS THE PRIMARY! 
ADVANTAGE OF' RULE BY MEN 0,. SUPERIOR TAL£NT THAT IT IS CONDUCIVE 
TO THE ORDERLY AND PEACE"UL CIVIL LI'E. 'FOR THE &000 0' ORDER 
~ 
WOULD HAVE BEEN WANTINQ IN THE HUMAN FAMILY',. SOME WERE NOT 
GOVERNED &Y OTHERS WISER THAN THEMSELVES.'6 
, ... 
TH.I IN·CLINATION 0" THE PART OF ST. THOMAS TO EMPLOY EF'ICAOY 
AS THE NGRM aYWHICH HI A,PRAISES THE AUTHORITY GRANTED BY NATURE 
BEARS HEAVILY UPON HI. EVALUATION OF THE VARIOUS MODEl 0" elv,,, 
GOVERNMENT. HE EMPHASIZES IN HIS TREATISE ~ KINQ.HI~ THAT THI 
IM,.,EDIATE PURPOSE 0' GOVERNMENT IS TO ACHIEVE. THE PEAce OF UNITY. 
OROIR AHe HAItMONY W'THIN THI STATE W.LL ENABLE ITS P(OPLE TO AT-
TA'" THE BENEFITS OF OOMMUNITY LIF' WITH GREATER FACILITY. THERE 
CAN ae L'fT&'" OOUIT THAT $T. THOMAS REGARDS THIS QOA&.. A8 0' "ARA-
MOUNT .""OltTANOE. WHIN .".VI HG I H 'AvoR OF A MONARCH' CAL. FORM 0' 
GOVERNMENT AS THE I'ST PRAOTt CAlLE, HI STR.ISstS QUI TE FRANKLY 'TS , 
USEFULNESS IN ACH' EVI-Net THC PEACE AND ORDEA 18SENTI A&.. TO THI sue-
CEIS'U&.. FUN01.0N.NG 0' SOC.A&.. LI". 
-~ 
.. THUS-, HE MAINTAINS. "THI MORt "'ICACIOUI A GOVERNMENT .8 IN 
... 
ICIIP' Nfa THE UNITY o -,. ~!!tAC' T,HE MOR£ USI'UL t T WI LL 8£.: FOR WI 
51- T •• 
-
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-OALL THAT "ORE USE'UL WHIOH LEADS MORE DIRECTLY TO THE ENO~ 
-THERE'ORE'. HE CONCLUDES, 'THE RULE 0" ONE MAN II MORE "S"UL 
THAN THE RULE 0' MANy.'7 
... 
ST. THOMAI THUI ITftESSES THAT THE PRIMARV ADVANTAGE TO BE 
QAINED "ROM THE EMPLOYMENT 0' RULE BV THOlE WHOM NATURE HAS G'VEN 
AUTHORITY .8 GREATER E'~IOIENCV IN AOHIEVINQ PEAOE AND UNITY. ", 
A~.O ADO~TS THIS STANDARD OY "',OACY AS THE CRITE~ION IV WHICH 
HE EVALUATES THE AQCEPTAILE ,.ORMI OY QOVERNMENT--ROVALTV8 Oft ~UIT 
MONARCHY, ARISTOCRACY AND POLITY. 'T MUST IE [MPHASIZEO THAT HE 
HAS 'IRIT INSISTED THAT THE RULER DIRECT HIS E~"ORTS TOWARD THE 
LO~TIEIT ETHIOAL QOAL, THE AOHIEVEMENT O~ THE V'RTUOUS LI'[ 8'1 ALL 
MEMIERS or THE COMMUNITY, AND SECONDLY, THAT THE ~ORM 0' QOVE~~ 
MENT 18 NOT CORRUPT. HE COES NOT, HOWEVER, MAKE ANY EVALUATION 0' 
THESE QOOO "ORMS ON THE BAI18 or THE HIOHER DEQREE O~ POLITICAL 
~USTICE ATT.,NABLE 1'1 ONE RATHER THAN ANOTHER.9 ARISTOTL~ ON THE 
70M K f NGSH'P, I, 2, 17. C' fIloalltT HUTCHI NS, ST. THOMA8 8N' ~ WOltLD ITATI; (MILWAUKEI, 19~), P. 8. WILHILUlMULLCR.· I" 
[fiiAT • N SE' NEN IEZIIHUNGEN ZUIt 81 TTLI OHEN ORDNUN8 BEl THOMAS VON 
AQUIN', IIIT"AOI Ir; QE8~ICHTE DER 'HI\080PHII~. THIOLOI'I DES 
MI TTELALTEIt •• lAND , (MUNSTE", I'9r9f,'. 29. WRI TE8, 'I5Eft F"I EH 
liT DAI ftAUPTQUT •• II NEIt GEMEI NIHA'T. -I" IEGEUTET ,Uft DIN STAAT •• WAS 
DIE GESUNDHEIT '''It DEN LE.I 8EGUEUTET. DAft"M 18T 0'£ SOftSE 'UR 
DIE A,,,rCHLICHALTUNG DES FRlrDENS DIE 'ftST AU'OABE Drs STAATEI.' 
8THE TE ..... ~OVALTV· ,I S USID 'NSTEAD OF' MONA"OHV 81CAUSE THE'" 
.REEK AND &"AT' N IQUI VALENTS 0' THE LATTlIIt TIItMI I GENE'" 0 AND-
IM8RAcrl TVRANNY AS WELL AS KINGLV QOVER"¥,HT. 
9MOlltTI MEIIt fI ADLER ANO kEV. WA", TEIt 'A'UIELL, 'THrollt ... 0" OEMOCRAC'f ~ , 
~_ THOMIIT, (VOL. I, 00T08Eft, 1939). 636 AND 64&. MAINTAIN THAT _ 
"EITHER ST. THOMAS NOR ARISTOTLE 'VALUATED GOVERNMENTS ON THE 
IAI18 0' THE OEGRII 0' ""STJOE oeTAI NABLI BY EACH. I BEL' EVE TM'S 
~'ATt"CNt~18 TRUE 0' ST. T~GMAS aUT NOT 0' ARISTOTLE 
OTHIR HAND, '01..1..0.' THRouen.OUT THe PeLt Tf 91 TH' PATTERN KGUN t N 
HI. ORIGINAL ANALYII. or THE VARIOU8 TVP£. or AUTHOR.TV. H,. AP-
PRA'IAL '''., AIIU 8TOOfltAOY, POL'TY .ND .tUS,. MONARCHY f' I.ICO UPON THC 
STANDARD. OF JUST'CI AND EQUITY JPOUNO tN NATURE.; HI RELIGAT'S 
ROYALTY ANI) POLIT,....·'"E ,.o .. £ft SEQAUSE IT .8 U",.A'R "OR ONI MAN TO 
'UILI H"'QUA".l.O AHOTHE t~TTIR HCAUSE"",' UNWORTHY MAV ENtlOV 
o~. "YONO,,"~'''; ..... ,...,1 ..... ,.0 A PLAC" aRLOw ARI8TOORAOV. 
10TH Ittlt, ON~C'T ... n,,"~D IPIO'I"ID THI 800D FOR ... 01' oOV'""INT;: 
.IUt. NATURAt..LY AN.;.llIl·;g"ITAU· ntl MAX,MUM AMoUNT 0" ,,.,.'C.INCY. 
," , .',' 
ao"'IQUINT"Y.A.n,.o:f4.i'~'8N&' ·TODltfV ctT! JI..,8M' .. TO TfIlADctMn12 
ANO 'r. THoMAS .~~oi'O"C.T"1 '}(OLU.ION o;r 8"'" nOM COMMUNI TV 
L."I). IV ~LO"'Nf&~O~':'TMI MOIilI NOI"EIt.IMIN1"1 .,. .0011TY to 
~ART'Ct~ATE IN THE REGULAT.ON 0' OOMMUNITY "1'E THEY HO~'O TO EN-
HANOESO.OI ETY' S CHANO'I 0' SEOU~I NO GOOD GOVERNMENT. IT I SPROW 
aAI"E THAl THIS PRONINESS. Ok THE PART 0' 10TH MEN, TO STRAT.'Y 
HUMAN SOOIETY IN RlG'O CASTES AROSE FROM THEIR ~ENOHANT TO SEE IN 
NATURI AN IN, .. rXlat...I HIIRAROH.Y. AT ANY'RATE. E,,.Ol£NOY IN ATTAaN' 
INca ~IACE AND ORDER APPEARS TO IE THI SOLI.' aASIS UPON WHfCH IT. 
THOMAS D18T1 NGUI 8HI' aETWEEN 'THI AOO£,.TAI",£ 'ORM8 0' GOVERNMENT. 
AR.STOTI.E, HO.EV£~. WH'I.E HE R[CpGNIZED THE VALUE 0' ""CIENCY, 
AND IN 'ACT .N8'STEO NON£ WOUI.. aE LoaT IN A Q£NUIN£ARlaTOORACY,l 
DID NOT,USE I,T AS A O"ITC"IQN WHEN APPRAISING THE (JOOD FO"MS OF 
GOVERNMENT. 
ST. THOMA$, THERE'ORE, WHIN DISOUSSING THE YAI.UE 0' ANY MODI 
0' OOMINtON APPRAISES IT. ",.CAOY IN ACHIEVING THE PRIMARY QOAI.' 
0" OlVU. 1:.1". S"'~OE ItOVA'" RU'" " ay O,,.-,NITION DUtEOTED TOWARD 
THC IENIFIT 0' THE GOVERNED AND AT THE SAM' TIME 8UPftEME~V ",,-
O.£NT. IT 18, IN THEORV AT LIA''', THE WOST IIENE"OlA" SPEOIES 0" 
OOMIN.ON. THE ptOPI.' WHO HAVE 8U.MITTEO TO THE ROYAL AUTHORITY 0" 
THE 'n'At. KING Wit.. .. at GUIDED .'TH CERTAINTY AND OlSPA.OH TOWARD 
THE ~'CHER, HAPPIIA l..'E. THER' .ll.L N[VZR at ANY t.OI' 0' t"'ORT 
0" TIWI IrCAUS' 0' DOUIT Oft 'AILUAE OUt TO IGNORANCE. S'NCE THE 
A"'A'''S 0' THt gROUP A'tt AUTHO;:UTATIVIt..Y CONDUCTEO IV ONt WHO .S 
p'R,teTLY JUST AND PRUOENT • 
• T SHOUI,... HOWEVER, aE NOTtO IN TH I S OONN£CTI ON THAT Sr. 
THOMAS 001. NOT 'El.tEVE A GOVERNOR IS JUST.'IEO IN EXERCISINQ SOYI 
~AAT'CUI.AR TYP' 0,. AULt MEAEI.. ""OM THE 'AOT fHAT HI 'S ACTUALLY 
DOING so. IN C,YI .. soe.ETY THOSI iN POSITI6NS OF POLITICAl,. ASC£N~ 
14P0"'TICS, I.'. 15, 12861'F 
ENCY MUST REOOGNIZE THE LIMITATIONS 0' THEIR POWER. -THOSE STATE8 
-WHERE THE .ELYARE 0' THE RULER ONLY IS SOUGHT ARE PERVERSIONI AND 
00RRUPTIO .. 8 0' JUST GOVERMENT8 'OR IN THEM THtRE IS NOT JUSTIOE 
ABSOLUTELY aUT RELATIVELY AS wILL IE MINTION£D BELOW. 'OR THEV 
RULE A OITV A8 A HOUSEHOL.D, USINI 0lTIZEN8 AS SLA.", roflt THEIR 
O.N 8ENE'" T. THI8 18 CO~rRARY TO JUSTI CE BECAUSE THE C, TY~fS A 
OOMMUNITV 0,. 'R£IMEN.'15 
THIS ATTITUD£ TOWARD THI VALUE 0' OOMIN.ON DID MUCH TO DETER-
MINt THE NATURE OF THE MODEL QOVERNMENT WHtOH ST. THOMAS CONSTRUCT' 
~O. FOR UPON IT 18 IMPOSED A THREE,OL.D "IQUI"EMENT 0' EXOELLENCE • 
• T MUST aE CAPA.LEO' AOH. tVI NQ THI lolL. TI MAtE IN E',. ct INCY, wi S£ 
ADM1NI8TfltATtON, AND DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE. 
151,H h"RO! POL'TaCORUM ARISTOTE~'S EXPOSIVIO, ",, v, 390 
t N QUI eU.OUMQU£ VER. POL.l Tt I S I NTENOI TUR SOI.A UTI LI TAl Plitl NOI· 
.. ANT.UM, ILLAE 8U .. :r Y.T.ATAE IT CO • .,IUPTIONIS QUAIOAM REOTARUM 
POL' '.'A"tlM: NON IN'U. N IEl8 EST I UaltAI "UPLI 01 TEll, SED t USTUM 
S£CUMO"" QUID, tiT IHI'RA DIO£TUII. 'a.NCIPMtTUII £NIM DOUINATIVAE 
C'V"~T' UTENTEI Cfy •• ua 810UT SERVI'. SCILICET AD lUAU UTIL.TATEM: 
ET HOO, £9T OONTRA tUSTITIAM, QUIA EST COMMUNITA' LI8ERORUM. 
CHAPT&:ft VI 
THE MOOE~ QOVEftNM£NT ACOOftOINQ TO ST. THOMAS 
AN ANA~YSI. or AUTHORITV UNDERTAKEN WITM THE INTENT&ON or DIS-
COVERING WHAT OONOITIONS ~USTI'V ITS £XEROIS£ LEADS INEVITABLY TO 
CONSTRUCTION ,0' AN IDEAL GOVERNMENT DIRECTED IV ONE MAN POSSESSING 
THE HtGHEST QUA~"ICATIONS IMAGINAILt. THAT fS, AS WE HAVE SEEN, 
TME COURSE ARt ITOT~' 'OLLO*IO. ST. THOMAS CHOSE THE SAME PROC£o-
URI .'ITH IDINTICALLY Ttl, SAMI RIIULT. 
""IN CO .... 'NT.NG OM THE PASSAGE IN WHICH ARISTOTLE DISCR'IES 
., 
THI QUAL1"CATIONS 0' THI IDEAL KING, ST. THOMAS MAINTAINS, -'T 
-
as ALSO NEOISSARY THAT THI KtNG WHO RULEI PERPETUALLY AND HAS IU-
PRtMI AUTHORITY tN ALL MATTERS ot"ER 'ROM Has SUI~ECT' ACOORDING 
TO NATURE IN A CERTAIN RICHNESS 0' VIRTUE •••• AND THIS INDEED IS TH 
LIKENES. 0' SENtOR TO YOUNQER AND 0' 'ATHIR TO ION, NAMELY. THAT 
HI HAVE THE NATURAL GI'T 0' PER"CTION.11 
-
.T SHOULD IE NOTID THAT THE SUPREMACY REQUIRED IV ONI WHO IS 
TO I.IRCI't ROVAL aULE IS OOMPAREO TO THAT 0' A 'ATHIR OVER HIS 
SON. FURTHERMORE, ST. THOMAS CONTENDS THAT TM.8 PREEMINENCE ARISE 
1!!1. \'.R!' fa"'.T."""" ARIST9Te",.I'.'21ITO, " la, 15'4-. 
8PORTtT IMU' QUOI .. ex QUI PER'ITUOP,UNC.'ATUR ET PLENARt AM 
MAICT ... GUNlaua 'OTCI'ATCM, 01 "lfitAT A 8"101 TI8 I'8£OUNOU .. NATURAM 
IN QUADA" MAINITuot .. 1 10'''1'A1I8 ••• ITMAIO tTIAM £8T CO"'ARATtO 
81NIORI8 AD ~"N'Oft'" IT aINERANTS' AD GENITUM. QUOD 80lLICET 
HA.'T NATURA ... EM PfltAC"OGATIVAM .. £a'ECTIONIS. 
NATU_A~LY. THC MAN WHO IS QUA~t~.£O TO EXEROISE ~OYAL RU~I MU8T 
T"ERIFQ"I POSSESS A SUPERiORITY WHiOH .8 MOR£ THAN R~LATIVI. HI 
WUBT IE EHOOWID WITH POTENTIALITIES rOR ACQUIRING A OIQRIIO' 
"'''''IOTION WHICH WI~~ t~'VATE tUM ABOVE' H'8 "U .. OW M'N AS TH' 
rATHIR OVER HI S a,,..,,,u NQ. 
IN OROIR TO AOHIEve IUOH TRANSCENDENT PRC'MtN£NOE OVER AOU~T8 
IT 18 I.St"TIA~ THAT THI MODIL "U~ER P08SIS1 THE P'''''OTION· OF 
THOI' IlCt ~L'-"R. M ••• LV " __ UO~NOE ANO ,"'taTe cr--Wtu OM. AIilE MOST I$SE.,.. 
T.A ... TO TH! 'UCCt8S"U~ PRACTICE OF' STATICRA~T, WHICH ST. THOMAS 
U1T£ CLtAR"'Y "'GAftO' ."AN .. A_T. WIN THE 8AMI WAY. THAT ART WHICH 
II ooIllOIR"IO"ITH tttl •• otcTATr8~ANO cuvEa LAwe TO THE ART WHICH 
.S OO-OIR"IO .,TH TH' •• J.'UJJICTID TO THE INO: THUI, 8TATICRA'T 
111..'1 THE MILITARV AitT ANOTH.' DlRIOTS THE ART 0" HORI'MA"'HIP 
NO THE ART 0" SAiLtNG DIRECT. THE ART O~ stu,..eUILDING.'2 
, . 
8T. THOMA8 A,,80 ... CAKI O~ THE ART 0' LEO 18LATI ON A8 A 'AOE'!, 0,. 
•• TRtaUTIV't1U8nC.IC.' AT ANOTH'R T'M' HI aPEAK' 0" " ••• T.VE .. "S-
lOE AI THI IART 0,. 'HE RIIHT AND QOOD'.' S.NCI POLITICS t. AN 
~ ~ 
ItTW' MAY l)tPICT TMAT ITI "'''''OT IX-rRCI.1 ., OIPENDIN', AS fN THE 
Allor rVIRY OTNO AftT. UPON THt KNO.~ID.r AND AI. L I TV 0' THI 
RA'-'I.A".'T"I ORDER 'ITA8LI8HI0 IV PROV«O'HCI IN THE THIH.S 
-OVIRNQ t. DIRIYED ,ROM THC ORDIR CONcr.veD .H THI M,HO O~ THE 
OVrR~QRIYEN AI THI AR?-ro .. M THAT .8 PRODUCIO IN MATTIR " OIRI~ 
21.' R.i.. tI t.6if.. 1."9 Wftl ,Ta !!f!, P. II), VO....I. • OF. 
1..'0 U! h.lRo, P0lrl',., 99'U'" .6.' STOTI"'! 'JePo".Tto, 111,5. )88. 
)1. !. t I '-I I It 'so. 1, A04 
4.t.l.. II -II .57" 1 
ED '''OM THAT WH'CH I. IN THI MIND 0' THE ORA'18MAN.1 5 
-A •• ~ HAVE 8EIN ST. THOMAS MAINTAINEO THAT THE MOAI OI'TIO 
~£RSON SHOULD RULE HI8 LI8S 'ORTUNATI 'ELLOWS SO THAT ORDER .. tGHT 
IE ~ft"ERVEI W'THIN THE HUMAN 'AMILY. IN THE IDEAL QOVEANM~NT 
SUP'l!MI AUTHORITY I'LONG8; TO THE MAN WHOM NATUAE HAS £NOOWEO WITH 
THE TALENTS NECESSARY 'OFt PER,rOT EXERO.SE 0' THE ART 0' 8TATI-
OlltA'T. "'OR tot' IS£MINENTLV SU.tT'£O TO fUAlCT T"I: A"'AIRS OF' THE 
OOMMUNITY. SINOE HE $' PERFEOTLY JUST HE WILL NEVER ABUSE HIS 
i1tOWER.6 
ON THE IASI. 0' "UR'LV PECULATIVE OONS'OERATIONS, THIN, $T. 
IrHOMAI DEOIO'S~ -THE "ST FORM 0' ClOVERNMENT 'OR A MULT.TUDEII 
... 
THAT IT IE RULED ay ONI MAN. THIS I. EVIDENT .'ROM THE INO 0' 
fltULE WHICH .S PIAOI' ,.OR PEAOI AND THE UNITV 0' HI. 8UI"ECTS 18 
THE END 0' THE RULEtt. 'VT ONE MAN .8 MORE A CAUSE 0" UN.TV THA. 
~ANV MIH.-1 
-
ST. THOMAS Rt"'A". THII CONCEPT IN HIS TRIAT.S. ON KINGSHIP' 
51· ,g. i... • II, 16, 
~EON' HI r81 TI ON, 1","Nat 
6 IUP"A, PG. 40 
-----
(TRANI. IV ENG. OOM. 'ATH' ... ,'IItOM "'ATIST 
OATI8 AND WAIHaoBRNE, ~TD •• lONDON, 1928) 
71.~. i., .v, 76 OPTIMUM AUTEM REGIMEN MU~T.TUD'NIS EST UT 
~EQATU" ~E" UNUMi QUOD PATIT EX ,. NI Rllata .. N' 8 QUI EST PAX. ~AX 
~NtM IT UNITAl sue.,TORUM 1ST 'IN'' R£QEN~'Si UNITATtS A~TIM 
~ONQRUINTI 0" -"'OAUSA EST UNUI QUAM MWL 11 • CF M. 8RA.MAN, 8T. THOMAS-
!!.!, PI"8ONA~' TV AND THOUGHT, (NIW YORK, 1928) P. 119. -
AHTON.O . u,u .. -.cso· NOTI8 TH 18. N H" J&! TIOltl1 PAL.' 11 OHIO, SAN 
"'''''MA'O III MIDI",!!! 01 R' TTO PY •• LI99, (1'OMA, 1814), ... 57, T( :--
If ooour IL I'NE I LA iALUTI DELLA SOCI ITA litOLI TI OA 8TA IUA UtI,TA 
~UILLA ~,v, RI TINI"" .. , .. OTTI MA 'O""A DI GOylRNO eMl . ." .... 0 ",loaN 
'LTAA CONn".u •• CI I CON'CRVA"I QUEITO .. UNITA; I QUESTA 'O"MA NON 
-UOE8$IRI ALT"A CHI LA MONARCH' A PEfitCHE, UN'TATIM MAGI' IF,. CERE 
·OTEST guo, 1U.!!!! .~ UNUM. (DE tl"l. f.!.!l!. L.a. " CAP. II) . 
AND EXItANDI TH! ARGUMENT a, O,.,ER I NQ THE ANALOGY 0" THE VAfUOUS 
Tv"rs 0' RULE AFtt 81 NQ ,.ROM THE NATUFtIS 0' Tli t NQS: THl HIART OVER 
THE IItrST f1Y THE 10DV; Tl1E RIASON OVER' THI OTHER SP UU TVAL 'AOUL T. E1 
Goo OVER THE UNI V'fIt'E. ALL 0' THESE AR"EXAMPLES 0' RULE av ONE, 
AND ST. THOMAS ARtUII, ·WHATEVER IS IN AOOORD WITH NATUAE .s a'ST.' 
-'INALLY-, H' MAINTAINI, 'A UNITED ,ORCE 'S MOR! 'FFICAOIOUS IN 
JtROOUOI"'Q .TS E'FIOT THAN'"'A FORCE _HICH '5 SCATTERED OR DIVIOED.'lC 
• T • I ONLY NATUJltAL THAT, AS A CHR. 8T I AN ttHI LOSOttH I 11 NCiiI, HE 
SHOULD PLAOE 'MPHAS" UPON OIV.NE 'OVERNMENT 0" THE UNIVERSE AS A 
MODEL 0' AI..L HUMAN GOVERNMENT. EVEN THE ftUL! OF THE II)£AL KING 
MUST aE ftr'ERREO TO TH'. ttttOTOTYttE 0' GOOD GOVERNMENT. 
rMI ANGELIC OoOTOft ay 'HIISTING THAT HUMAN QOVERN~rNT IE MOOlL-
ED AFT'" THE DIVIHI, OFF'11t8 AN fOEAL WH'OH IN"NIT(L' TftAtCSOrNol 
THE ARTIST-STATESMAN 0' ARISTOTLE. HI IS CALLIt~Q THI ATTENTION 0' 
ALL RU~IRS TO THE ~'N£ST EXAM~LE IWAG.NAILE. IF' MEN ~OLLOW IT HO~ 
[STLV AND PRUDENTLV, THE GOVERNMENTS THE' INSTITUTE WILL a, INVAR-
IABLV JUST. ·'N THE SAME WAY THAT THI 'OUNGING 0' A OITV MAY aE 
LEARNED ,.ROM THE WAY t N WH 10" THE WORLD WAS CREAT.EO THE MANNER 0' 
GOVERNINQ ~AV IE LEARNEO 'P.OM THE DIVINE GOERN .. ENT O~ THE WORLo.ftll 
ST. THOMAS, THUS, AGREES W'TH ARI STOTLE THAT THE RIGHT TO EXER-
OISE ~O'AL ~ULI IN CIVIL SOCIET' '$ RESERVED 'OR THAT MAN POSIESS-
9 ... 0., I. 2, 19 
10.I.D" I, J, 23 
lION KINQSHI~, ", 3, 
-e1' REv. Vi. '''RRtLL, 'flOOTS 0' 011..1 QA TI ON", .It!! THOiUST, p. 12E (VOL. I, Ho. 2, APRIL, 1939) 
'NO .'SOLUTE MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL PREEMINENCE. THERE IS NO DAN-
orR THAT SUOH A KINa .ILL TYRANNIZE HI8 PEOPLE. QUITE THE CONTRAR 
HIS RULE .ILL St INESTIMABLY ItNErlctAL TO HIS SUldEOTS. UN'ORT-
UNATrLY. EXISTING OOMMUN.TIES ARt NOT GIFTED .ITH SUCH QQV£RNORS. 
THrlR RULERS ARE SV80IPT.eLE TO THE ENTtRE GAMUT 0' HUMAN 'AI LINGS 
As A RESULT SUITAILE RESTRIOTIONS MUST IE PLACED U~QN THE POLITICA 
AUTHORITY ACOOROEO THESE MEN. 
CHAPTEfit VI t 
ST. TMOMAS AND ~UST MONAfltCHV 
UPON OESOEND'NG TO A MORE PRACTICAL LEVEL O~ INQUIRY ST. THQUA 
UNDERTAKE' TO DISCOVER WHICH MODE O~ CIVIL GOVERNMENT ~'LL MOST 
SVRELY AND £~~ECTIVELY AO~'£V£ THE PURPOSE 'OR WHICH POLITICAL 00-
MINION WAS INITITUTED; THAT 18, TO ACHIEVE THE WEL~ARt OF THE 
GOVERNED. 'N CIVIL OOUMUNITIES THI. ENTAILS THE ATTAINMENT 0' 
THOS£ CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTORY TO THE TOTAL DEV£LOPMENT--MCRAL. 
'NTELLECTUAL. AND 'P'RITUAL--O~ ALL ITS MEMBERS. SINCE THE ARIS-
TOCRAC'E' O~ HIS ACQUAINTANOE WEftE OE"CIENT IN THIS REGARD, HE 
DOEI NOT SHARt ARISTOTLE'S tNTHUSIAS" 'OR THt ARISTOCRATIC MOOt 
OF GOVERNM,NT: 
THERE HAS HARDLY EVER .. EN A POLYAROHY THAT DID NOT END IN 
T~ANNY. THE 818T ILLUSTRATION 0' TH(S 'AOT IS THI H,I-
TORV 0" THE 1l0MANfltEP"8L'C. 'T WAS ~OR A LONG TtM' ADMIN-
.STERED BY THE MA.,8TRAT'8 aUT THEN ANI .. OStTI£S, DISSIN-
SIONS AND CIVIL WARS AROIE AND IT 'ILL INTO THE POWER O~ 
T"' MOST CRUEL TVRANTI. IN GENIRAL, " ONE CARE~ULLY 
CONIIOI""S WHAT HAS HAPPINED IN THI PAST AND WHAT IS 
HAPPENING IN THE PREStNT, HI WILL DISCOVER THAT MORE MIN 
HAVI HILO TYftANNIOAL SWAV IN LANOI PREVIOUSLV ftULIO IV 
MANY ftUL'R' THAN IN TH081 RULlO BV ON&.l 
~UST MONARCHV. BECAUSE IT 18 OAPA8LI or ATTAINING THE HIGH-
EST DEaftEI 0' E,rICI,NCV. IS THE BEST rOfltM O~ QOVERNMINT. MORIOVI 
lONK'NQ'H'~, " 5. 39. FR. 'SCHMANN 6~~EftS THI SUQGESTION 
THAT IT. THOUAS' UNF"AVORABLE ATTITUO£ TOWARD ARISTOCRAOY MAY HAVE 
8EEN OUI AT LEAST IN PART T~ THE EXPERIENCE 0' 'TALIAN CITIIS 
WITH ARISTOCRACY. p. 23. N. 3. 
ST. THOMAS ,. CONVINOED THAT IN THE LIGHT 0' H'ITO~'CA~ eVIDENCE 
A MO"A~CHIOAL GOV'RNMENT IS LESS LIKELY TO DEGENERATE ''''0 A TY-
fUNNY. '0" lHESE REASONS HI ItLI EVES IT' S NOT ONt.. Y HVPOTHET ,-
CALLY .u~ 'ROM A PRACTICAL POJNT 0' VIEW A8 WELL, THE MOS' OES,R-
A .... 'typ, 0' QOVE~N .. ENT. IT SHOULO IE E .... HAS.ZEO, HOWEVER, THAT 
THI QOY:EfIlNMIN' WHICH HE PROPOSES MUST IE GENUINELY KINGLY AND NOT 
TYRANNtCAL. THE MONA"CH MUST IE WORTHY 0,. THE HONOR WHtOH HAl 
SE'ALLEN HIM. 
ANV KING IN OftDER TO 'UL"'t..L HI. "ESPONS"'LITtES MUST 'HAVE 
"OR HIS PRINCIPAL CONCERN THE MEANS IV WH.CH THE MULTITUDE lUI· 
JEOT TO H ... MAY ,,'VE WELL. TH •• CONOER .. I. 1 ..... £1"01..0: FtRST OF 
A\L. TO ESTAILIIH A VIRTUOUS LIF' tM THE MULTITUDI SUI~ECT TO HIM; 
IECONI, TO .. "CIIRYE • T ONCE ESTAIL. ,"ED" AND TH'RO, HAva NQ PAISERV-
EI IT, TO PROMOTE ITI .RIATER P''''IO'ION.'2 
. 
THE .i"1 eHT let NQ IfUST THIREFORI "IOOGNI ZE 
THAT IUOH •• THI 0""'01 WHICH HE "NOOTAICEI, NAMELY, THAT 
HI • S TO BE IN THC '(1 NGOOM WHAT THE SOUL I. IN T"I IODV. 
AND WHA' ,Ie,' I' IN THI W01t.... I,. HI "'''Lle,s s" .. Gu."y 
UPON THI S. A tlAto. POJit ~UITI 01 WI Lot. ., INK. NOL'D IN HIM 
,," .. NHI 00' .. 11_"A1CI TMATH' HAS IE IN "ttPOINTED TO TH" 
"O"T'ON IN TQ _ .. ACE OF Qaa, TO I"E"C'SI -'VOQM'HT IN HII 
lCa .. I"...: """'H"A He WU.'- ACQUIRE THt GENTttNI:" .F Ot.,EM-
ENOY AND ""DNII. WHIN HI OOM.tO'''. A8 HII OWN M£ .. IEftl 
,"0.1 .NDIVIOUA .. I WHO ARE 'VIii lOT TO HI. RULE.' 
atNOI THI KINGLY 0,.,.10£ IMPOSES SUCH Q"AVE RIIPONs.aIL.T.ES, 
IT II ClCTftEMILY I .. POIITANT THAT THI MAN WHO ,8 ELEVATtO TO THE 
THltOfte ., "OllllalD 0,. ADIQUATE INTELLECTUAL AND MORA" VIRTUES. 
"'''8T 0,. ALL IT I. N£CISSAfltV THAT THI MAN WHO IS RAISEt) TO at 
2'1.0., '1, 4, 116 & 117 
"aID., II, 1, 95 
ING ay THOll TO WHOM THI8 0"101 a'LONGS SHOULD 8' 0' IUOH CHAR-
OTD T"AT IT I. IIIP"oa.8L' H' SHOULD 'AL. ... IHTO TY"AN"V!4 
'T I ........ KIWI SI .81INTI At. THAT TH' 1<. NQ SE W'I'- AND .. "UOC .. ,.. 
T J. NO}T av"" CIENT THAT ·H£ HAYE A GENCRA", KNO .... 'DCI.r 0.:' THE GOA'L. 
.w,.,.o .WK' Ott SOCIITY t I'U RICTIO' HI MUST ALSO 8IC~PAIL' .00'OOP-
H_ WITH THE PARTIOULAR,'PAOaa.;, ... WHICH OUTRUClTHI WAY TO. TH'.INC 
SO. NOI PINI.BLE t. ·."RUDINOE TO. TH' K. HO TM.TST. THo.MAS HAS 
A", ... ID o.NI 0.' T"I ""CI"I OF' P .. VDINOl RIONATt.VI. "NQw, IT., IV'-
~ 
INT T"ATTHERE •• A a,t'CI At.,; AN$) PI"FrOlK J NO 0.' GOVERNANCE .N 
Nt: ..... 0. HAS TO GOVO. NQTONUYtU MstL' BUT AL.8G THE PC,.F'CT 00 .... 
U .. 11v C;A 01 TY CR It tCl.DO". HENOI PRUOINCI IN • Ta 'PECI I.e. .\NO· 
0.8.' PIR'IeT .'NSI BELeNGS TU A tel HQ WHO. t S CHARGED WI T.H THE 
OVIR""'''' OF' A CITV 0" K,HQOOM. "GR WHtCH "EASON It SPEClas 0.,. 
RUDINOI I' ReOCUNID TO. aCRIINATIVI.-5 
IT. THOMAS "LtEves NONA~OHV .S THI a"T ~ORM 0' QOVERNIIENT 
IN THcoav aUT ,flOM A ",.AOTIOAL flGINT 0" Y'I. AS wCLL. IT 
CAN .ST '",.01 INTc..Y AO".IV« THe 01l0'" IS,'NT. AL TO ,THE TOTAl,. Or' 
V £1.0".£" , ., THE CO .... UNITY.AND 0' THE IHDIVIOU.", OITIZIN. TMCSC 
DUT,I. ""QUI .. I THAT 'HI MONAROH SHOULD ., .NVESTEe W.TH Sl,JPRIM,~. 
auT ., A".",UTI, AUT"OlU TV 10 'TNAT HI .ILL I' '''PO~I'''O TO. COMP'L 
THE "YWA". TO 081Y TMI LAW. O'8IONIO ,.OR .,..." R S'T"IRIlINT. ,P' 
AIUSTeTLI ",eo "'OOoNI ZIO rtf'AT THI •• "ERHING AIENOY MUST ,..ascsa 
ADIQUATE .UfMO"ITY TO £N,.oaoe O •• OI,NOI f. IfS LC.A~ 000, •• 6 BuT 
"ta,!., 1« 6. ,., 
51. T. 1'-' t t 50. I. (TRANS. aY 'ATHERS 0' (MG. DoM. PROV •• 
8ENti NtER 9!1tOS., CHIOAGO, 1947) 
"O .... TIQ.~ 111,15.1286.,0 
-He EVIOINT'-Y WAS f"'AR'UL AIOUT Pt.ACING SUCH VAST AUTHORITY aN THE 
HANOI 0' ONE MAH. THI~1 WAS ALWAYS THE OANQE~, HI FELT, THAT THE 
MONARCH ".,OHT 8'CO'" A TYRANT. ST. THOMAS, ON THE OTHER HAND, 
HOPt. NATIONS MIOHT AVOIO THIS PITFALl. IV SU .... TTIN. ONLY TO VIR-
TOO'" AN" "'U'OENT KI NCaI WHO WOULD NEt THE~ TYRANN, ZE THEI R .. EO"L.E 
NO" THROUG ... t tlNORAHCI to TH'M A 01 ISERvt CE. 
ST. THOMAI, ASW' HAVe: StEN, AO".TTEO THE 101AL. KING WOUL.D 
.. OSSE8. AlSOlaUTE AUTHO"I'Y. HOWEVER, THI. I. NOT THE SOIltT 0' 
GOVERNMENT IIM.OM HE 'S PRO .. OlINO 108 A PRACTICAIL£ "OL.ITIOA&' FORM. 
OYAL "ut.C ~AY IE 4U$TL.V EXERCISED ONLY BY THE 'DEAL KING, WHO WAS 
NOT. IN ST. THOMAS' I.TIMATION, 'OUND IN THE NATIONS 0' THfS WORLD 
CGNSIQUI .. ","V 0'" 0' THI ,. flST SUOCEaTi ONS HE MAKES I N REGARD TO TH 
",aULAT"" 0' A KINGDOM la THAT THE CITIZENRY SHOULD EaTAtL'SH A 
L.tGA'" I .. I"U,MINTAL' TV WHlftEI' THIY M'OHT 01 SpOSI 0' A TVRANT: 
• 
''' .. '"£''MO''', 11' RATHER SIEMS THAT TO .. ROOIED AQAINST THE 
ORUIL.TY 0' A T"ANT IS AN ACTION TO II UNDERTAKEN, NOT 
TKROUIH TMI .. "IVATI _R'8UMPTION OF A Y'W, aUT IV -U'~IC 
AUTHORITY. 'fRST 0' A~L ',NOI TO PROVIDE 'TSE~' WiTH A 
CINe IS THI R"HT 0' ANY WU~T'TUO£. IT IS HOT UN4UIT THAT 
THE KINQ 81T ~ IV THAT MU~TfTUDE .£ DE'TRoveD OR Hl. 
POWIR ftISTRICTED •• , He TYRA"HICALLY AIUSE THE ROVA~ 'OWIR. 
I T MUST HOT 8£ THOUGHT r"AT SUCH A MU,-T.TUDI 18 ACTt Nt UN-
'AltH'UL~V .N DCttOllNG THE TYRANT EVEN THOUGH IT HAD pRE-
VIOUSLY .ueJICTEO IT'E~V TO H'M IN P' ... CTUITY "CAUSIHI 
H .... CLF' HAS DEU"VE. THAT THE COVINA"T WIT" H" l"eJECT • 
• HOULD HOT II KEP', 8'NOE IN RU.LlN. THE MULTITUDE HI 01. 
NO' AOT FAaTH'UL'-Y AI THE OYFICE OF A KIN. OlMANOI.iF 
ST. THOMA' CLEA"LY R'GARDS THi WORTHVMONARCH AS THI R'''''ESINT 
ATIVI 0' THE CITIZENRY. 'THE PIOP&" AMONG WHOM CUSTOM IS 'NT"O-
7CFIN'''eJ P. 62 
SoH Kt NtSHIP. " 6, 48-"'9 
DueED MAY It 0' TWO CONOITtONS, 'OR ., THEY ARE 'REE AND AaLE TO 
MAKE THEtR OWN LAWS, THE CONSENT OF' THE WHOLE PEOPLE EXPRESSED IV 
CUSTOM COONT8 F'OR MORE tN 'AVOR 0' A PARTICULAR oaSERVANCE THAN 
00£' THE AUTHO"I TY 0' THE SOVER'. ON WHO HAS NOT THE POWER TO F'IUM' 
LAWI ~XCEPT 1.8 REP~"tN!INQ THE PEOPLE."9 
'N THE LAST ANAt,YS", ST. THOMAS DECtOES THAT THE aEST PRACT-
IC~.LC YO"" 0' GOVERNMENT SHOULD ,NCLUDE ELEMEHTS OF' THE THREE 
SIMPLE 'ORMS 0' ~UIT IOMINION. THIS M'XED SPEOtES 0' GOVERNMENT 
WHIOH HE tNV •• IOMS 'S. IN THE MAIN, MONARCHIOAL. HOWEVER, THE 
POWER 0' THE KING IS LIMITED IV THE YACT THAT HE 'S CHOSEN IV HIS 
PEOP",E AND MAY IE ftECALLEO IV THEM. FURTHERMORE. THE KING WlLL IE 
A8S1'TID IN THE ADMINI $TRATlO" 0' THE PO'-. T. 01.'- 0". CES IV 
• NQ C, TI ZE .. S 0' THC CO .... UNI TY. THERE'O''':, THouaH THE MONAROH P08 
'S.C. SUPA'''' AUTHORITY WITHIN THa STATE, HI8 "OW'R fS OAR,FULLY 
fIt.ITRICT ••• 
TWO POIHT8 Aft' TO I' OISERV'D COHC~RNtN. rH' f1t .... T OROCflt-
I .... 0' Itua."" I N A STATI OR NATION. ONE. S THAT ALL SHOULD 
TAKE 80UI SHAft' IN THI GOVERNMENT ~Oft TH.I 'OfilM 0' CONsrIT-
uttON aNSURI. ,.CAce AMOl'fQ peOPLE, COWMENO' ITSEL' TO A'-l., 
AlffD IS .ST ,NDURINO AS IS .TATEO IN p'0hIT.e8 (CHAP. 2). 
THE OTHIR ".'NT 18 TO .E OISIRYED IN Itt.PECT OF T~I KINOS 
or GOVERNMe"t, 0' T"' OI'FERINT WAY' IN WHICH THI OONSTIT-
UTIO.I Aftl EITAI~'IHCD. '0" WHlftlAS THISE O."'R IN KINO, 
.1 1''' 'H''-08O'HIII STATES, "I"tIlTHILt,s 'tHE "R8T PLACI •• 
HCLD IV THE KINGDOM WHERI THE POWIR OF GOVERNMENT t. VESTED 
tNONE, AND .A'STOCRACY WHICH s,aNIFl'8 GOVERNMENT IV THE 
ICST WHEREIN THE POWER 0' eOVERN .. EHT a8 "ESTEO IN A 'EWe 
ACCQRD' NO",Y THE I'ST YOIilM 0' GOVEfltNMENT 18 I N A STATE Oft 
KI N800M WHIRti NONE .8 ell VEN THE POWER TO PRES I OE OVER ALL, 
" 
WHt~E UNDER HIM A~£ OTHERS HAVINQ GOVERNING POWtRS. AND 
YET A GOVERNMENT O~ THII SORT IS .HARIO IY ALL. FOR THIS I. THI 81ST. SttNG PART~Y ARISTOCRACY IN SO FAR AS ANUM-
BIR OF PERSONS ARE SET IN AUTHO~ITY, PARTLY A KINGDOM StNCE 
THIRE ... ONE AT THE HEAD 0' ALL, PARTLY DEMOCRACY; I.E., 
GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE IN SO ~AR AS THE RULERS CAN 8E 
CHO.',. 'ROM THE PIOe .. I, AND THE PEOPLE HAVE THE RI GMT TO 
OH008E THrlR RU~ERS.10 
IICAUII ST. THOMAS 8ELIEVES THAT A STATE WAY P~OT£CT ITS£L' 
'ROM TVRANNY .Y TAKING THE NECESSARY PRECAUTIONS, HE DOES NOT DE-
MAND, AS ARISTOTLE OOES, THE 'UL',LLMENT OF IDEALISTIC REQUIREMENTS 
IN THE PERSON 0' AN ACTUAL MONARCH. ARISTOTLI MAINTAINS IT IS UN-
~U.T 'OR ONE MAN TO RULE H'S EQUALS, AND ST. THOMAS AQREES IT II 
NECelSARY 'THE KING WHO RULES PERPETUALLY AND HAS ABSOLUTE POWER 
'N A~L THINGS OI"ER 'ROM HIS SU8~[CTS AOCOROING TO NATURE.-l1 
ME .1 AI~£CTINQ THE EXIRC.SE 0' ROYAL RULE 8Y MEN WHO ARE LESS THAN 
tOEAL KINGS. ST. THOMAS '''''EO.ATELY REPHRASEI THIS CONCEPT AND A 
SECOND TIME INTRODUQES THE TE~M 'A'SOLUTE RUL,I ALTHOUGH ARISTOTLE 
- -HAO NOT EMPLOYED THE EXPREISION IN THE PASSAGE UPON WHICH HE IS 
COMMENTI NO. • THEReFORE. T I I NECESSARY THAT THE K I NQ 01,." tR NATUJttii 
lOA. 1. ,1,1 I. 105, 1 
E. I'LION, ~ THOW'S .. " P. -,6, MAINTAINS THII IS THe TYPE 0" 
GOYERNMENT ST. lHO~Ai PROPOSES A8 THE BElT PRACTICABLE ~ORM. IT II 
CERTA'NLY TRUE TH" PASSAGE CONTAIN' SUCCINCT RESTATEMENT O~ THE 
PROPOIALS HE MAKES IN HII TREAT'SE 2! KINGIHIP. 
0' M. DCMONQIOT, P. 9, AND A. PASIE~IN O'ENTReVEI THE MEDIEVAL 
CQNTIt,.I;aUTI ON !2. . a.~.t~' QAS THOUQHI: ~)OMAI A1UI NAS, MARSiLI US U 'AOW __ ., "'. CHARD 0, tilt, ( "'ORO, 93 • P. 1 8. 
ftlv. 111. CHA,I~., ~Of\~N. HI., ItEQIYRCI ~N~H! PHI LOSOPHY .2!.,§l., THOMA8, 
(ST. L.OUI., 1907).'p. 1'17, AMO a. . C OV, 'NOTE ON THE PROlLEM 
0' THE ORI.'" 0' POtlTICAL AUTHORITY'··TH, TUOMIST, (VOL. 14, .JAN. 
1953), p. SO, &,.. 8Tt AS OHE 0' THE PRIMARY CHARAOTERI STI CS 0' CI VI L 
GOVERNMENT THAT THI PEOPLE PARTtCIPATE IN IT. 
T'H18 CONOLUSION 0' ST. THOMAI IN 'AVOR 0' A MIXED 'ORM 0' caov-
.IftNM'NT •• , 0' OOURle. REAOHED ON A 8PEOULAT'VELY·PRACTICAL LEVEL 
0', I NQUI ".(SI.'E I. DRURY'S THE PROB!.'" 0' TMI lEST FORM 0' GOVER. 
MENT .!! THOMISTIC POLtTICALPHILQSOPHV,7.-;I)- -
lllN ~18RO' tP~bII('~HM a~'liiIIL&! [xegS! T12 __ I, x, 1'54 
mrl'R ,iT tN, OD Q P ItET PRI NCIPATUR ET PLINARIAM 
HABET .N OMNIBUS POTESTATEM OI"'IRAT A SUBOIT •• SECUNDUV NATURAM. 
rl~LLV .... 0 .. OTH£"8; FO" UNLESS HE 18 IETTE" ACOOROI NQ TO A C~TA'''''' 
NATURAL OOOONEIS IT I. NOT JU8T THAT HE ALWAYS RULE .ITH A'80~UT' 
$T. THOMAS, THEN, WttEN OEMANOING THAT THE K'NG EXOEL A&"L OTHER 
• N VUlTU£ AND WI.OOM A",WAV. QUAL.,.. Etl THE STATE .. ENT IV AOOI NQ THAT 
-1H" .a TRUE ONLV 'F HE I. TO EXERCISE A'SOLUTE RULE. CONVERSEL'. 
THE A.SOLUTE "ONAJitCH "US, "08.ESS AISOLUTE PREeMINENCE. SINOE SUC. 
SUPER'O"ITV .8 NOT FOUND aN THE RULERS OF EXISTINQ 01'1'1. SOO"TI£8 
NONE "AV tf"if"'V .'.'''OIS£ AISOLUTE fltUa..E. FOR TH'S "EASON, THE MON-
AlltON "N THt QOVER .... Cftt. Oisonl lEO IV 8T. THOMAS POSSES!JES ONLV POLl 
l' OAL AUTNOft. TV. CO N_ltVENTL V , WI ... I.E WE AQ"EES WI TH Aft. STOTL' 
THAT ONI "AN 8HOULDNOT .1 GRANTEe A'SO~UT£ CIVIL POWER UNLESS HI 
19 A,aOLUTE&..V WIS£ AND JUIT, HE .a CONVINCED THAT JUST MONARCHY la 
TO ., .... ',.£""£D TO AR.STOORACV AND "OLIT' BECAUSE OF THE HIClHE" 
DEG"E'! 0' II:""O'£NOV IT CAN ATTAIN. HE ftECOGNI1ES THAT IT IS .01S' 
IILI ,.Oft TV"AM;HV TO ARI BE ... ALL 1M"tlE rOItY8. HI8 HO .. i THAT THE C T-
I ZINftV OAN S""E$UAftD ITS L' a'R" «a ,v MAl NTAU" NQ POPULA" OONTItOL 
OVEtt THE "ULI" • S ,NO L,al RIALI STI C B'OAUSe: HE SUGGESTS THAT TIi.1 
CONTRO'" aE EXERCISED OVEJit A UOMAItOH. THUS, ST. THOMAS, UNLIKE 
ARI STOTLI, WHO 0' 0 HOT .,£LI tv£ ANY MAN. ALTHOUGH H' 8 AUTHOR. TV WAS 
ft£STItIOTIO 1'1 A CONSTITUTION, WAS ENTITLED TO POISE8. SUPREME AUTH 
ORI TY • N THE STATt, DOES NOT '_08£ • OEALI ST,' C STANDAItOS UPON THE 
12"01. t T. 01 I, 12, 1259"10. .!.!! &"'."08 ~OLI TI OOlltu .. AR I STgTII.. •• 
EXPOS.TIO I-X, 154. IDEO AUTIM OPORTIT RrOIM NATURALITEIt 0"'1"£ 
AI ALit I; NI SI IENIM ISSET .. ATURALI QUADAM 80NI TAT£ MELIOIt, NON 
£88£T ~USTUM QUOD IE"PEIt COMINAIt£TUR .. LENARIA POTESTATr ••• , 
AEQUALIaus. ST. THOMAI .1 HERE COMMENTING ON THE OONDIT.ONS 
~USTIFYINQ THIE EX£ItO.'£ 0' THE VARIOUI TYPES OF RULE. 
KINa IN HI. DISCUSSION 0' P~ACTICAIL' 'ORMS 0' QOV£~NM£NT. 
'T SHOULD NOT II THOUOHT THAT ST. THOMAS WAS QUILTV 0' NAIVETI 
WHIN CONSt-DEtU NO ACTUAL MONARCHV. HE WAS p,,,re:CTt .. v WILLI NQ TO AOM 
• THAT A MONAROH ".OHT IEOOU, DISPOTI C, VET HE 'ELT THAT THtFt£ 18 AN 
I NHlftENT ADVANTAQt IN RULE IV ONE MAN. "0" THI S REASON, HE IE-
LI£VES A NATION MAV DIRIVE OtRTAIN I£NE'ITS '''OM MONARCHICAL GOVER 
MENT EVEN WHEN THE KINO INTRODUO£8 A MILO FORM 0' TYRANNV: 
Now LlsstR EV." 'OLLOWS ,PtOY THE CORRUPTI ON 0' A MONAROHV 
(WHICH 'I TVRANNV) THAN TH' CORRUPTION 0' AN ARISTOC'lACY. 
I·"oup GOVE"N"'!NT (POLYAftOHV) MOST 'It£QUENTLV BlltEIDS 01 S-
SENS'ON. THIS D181£N810N RUNS OOUNTER TO THE GOOD 0' 
"'ACI WHIOH IS TtfE PR' NO'''t.t; 8001 AL GOOD. A TVRANT ON 
THI OTHER HANI 00£8 NOT DESTROV THIS GOOD RATHER HI Oe-
.tlltUOH ONE Oft THEOTHr .. 'NDIVIDUAL INTE"EST 0" HI. SU'-
"£CT8" UNLES' 0' OOUA.E THE"E CAN aE AN Exor8. 0' TVRANNY 
AND THI TylltA .. T AAoel AGA.NSTfHEWHOLE cO ..... u •• Tv.13 
Now • T 'IS NOT CONTENDED THAT THIS SOIlT 0' QOV[JltNM£NT I S VI EWED 
K'N~~V BY ST. THOMAS; THE PASSAGE WAS QUOTED MERELV TO FOCUS A~ 
TINTION UttON HI. PflGNENtSS TO VI!:. THE RUL.E 0" ONE MAN AS THE SOLE 
E',. OIINT .. EANS .0" £NeoW' NG THE STATE: WI TH- THOll IIENIF. TI WHIO" ARE 
ESSlNT.AL TO ITS WCL'A'''. MONARCHV, EVEN ONE WHICH CONTAINS SOMt 
£LI:MINTIOF TVlltANNV. 18 IN HI8tST'MAT'ON SEftVICEA8LE TO THE co .... 
YU .. ITV. tN Vllw 0' THIS IT COIS MOT SEEM HE IS INCLINED TO DEMAND 
UNREASONABLY LO'TY QUAL"ICATIONS 0' THE KING IE'OJllt[ HE WILL JIIt[-
COQNIZI H" ItULE AS "UST. To JlltEPEAT, THIS IS NOT MEANT TO IMPLV 
THAT HE DID NOT IIELIEVE IT oIS'''AI ... I TO ..... ACE P~""TICAL AUTHORITV 
IN THI HANDS 0' A HIOHLY QUALIFI'D WAN. IUT PIJlltHAPS HE WAS TOO 
~EAL'ST'O TO EXPICT AN OVERABUNDANCE OF EXT"IMELV VIRTUOUS AN~ 
~JltUDINT POLITICIANS, MA KIN.COM .8 THE 8E8T FORM OF aOVlJltNMENT OF 
130N KINGSH'P, " 5, 36 AND 37 _ ............... ---........ 
A PEOPLE 80 LONG AS IT as NOT CORRUPT. IUT saNOE THE POWER GRANTE 
THE KaNG .s SO QREAT IT EAS'LY DEGENERATEs INTO TYRANHY UNLESS HE 
TO WHOM TN! POWER I. GtVEN aE A VIRTUOUS MAH. Foft IT IS ONLY THE 
VIRTUOUS MAN WHO COHOUOT$ H,.,SE"" WELL IH THE MIDST or PROSPERITY 
AS THE PHI LOSOPHEfI! OISERVES. Now .. E"'EeT VI RTUE I S rOUND I H 'EW."· 
CoHSEQUEHTL:t., HE SUGGESTS THE ,aT"aLISH"ENT 0' LIMI TED, TH4T 
.8 eONSTI TUTIONAL "O,HAROHY, alCAUSE HE a'LI EVES THAT IT. S THEOft-
ETtCAL.LY. THE a'ST rORY orOOVERN .. 'NT AND THAT IN PftACT.CE IT C" .... 
PRECIPITATE NO GREATER EVIL THAN ANY OTHER. 
10TH ST. THOMAS AND A,USTOT",E eASE THEaR POLITIOAL INVISTIGA'-
T I ON8 .,..ON AN ANAt.V.' S, 0' .UI ... E 'OUND • N HATURE. KO.tVER, A"TER 
DEO" ~_"'I Ott .. URPOStla ARE a.ERVEO BV NATURE'S GRANT. HI AUTHOR I TV 
TO THoal ... PREPARED "OR THE WORK 0' GOVEftN' NO, T,HEY D1 SAGRE! 
,i;i/. 
Aa TO WHICH 0" THESE PURPOSES I. 0" ....... AftY IMPORTANOE. ST. THOMAti 
8EL' EVEO KATURE GAVE ... UTHOIU TV SO THAT ORDER AND PEACE MIGHT a£ 
fI"!&!RVED WITHIN THE HUMAN "A .. ILV. ARISTOTLE SAW IH THE EXERCISE 
0,. NATURAL AUTHORITY THE PERFECT RIALIIATION or POLITICA~ ~U8TICE. 
MoST L' KELV 'T .8 BECAUSE 0,. THI a D. VERQ[NC£ • N ATTITUDE AS WELL 
AS FftOM HISTOftlCAL CONSIDERATIONS THAT THEY DISAQREED WHEN CH008-
ING THE MODE 0" GOVERNMENT stST SUITED TO THE OIVIL SOCIETIE8 WITH 
WHIOH THEV WEftE "AMILIAR. 
" >" ~ 
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